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Abstract

Based on a physical description of ionic soft matter and with the use of physico-
chemical and microscopy methods the gel-substance, mesolgea, of Moon jellyfish
(Aurelia aurtia) is investigated. In parts of Asia it is a delicacy to eat jellyfish. Before
serving the jellyfish are preserved through a step-wise salting process with a mixture
of sodium chloride and alum. During this process the jellyfish texture undergoes a
transformation from a gel-like substance to a rubber-like texture. It is this rubber-like
texture that gives the jellyfish its gastronomic value. However, this transformation is
only poorly understood. In this thesis we systematically classify some physicochemi-
cal properties and use two-photon microscopy in the attempt to unravel the fibrous
architecture of both living and preserved mesoglea. Experiments indicate a tanning
analogy to the jellyfish preservation technique, and we show that jellyfish can be
preserved with other tanning salts than alum. We further suggest a new method to
preserve and utilize jellyfish without any metal salts based on polyelectrolyte theory
and a modified Flory Huggins theory that describes ionic gel collapse in poor solvent.
Specifically, we find that jellyfish mesoglea collapses in ethanol, and that the final
crispy product could be of gastronomic interest. The results presented in this work
lead to a qualitative interpretation of the complex mesoglea structure which serve as
and give a more fundamental understanding than previously described. The work
also demonstrates the value of applying fundamental physics to questions in food
science and gastronomy.
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Resumé (Danish)

Baseret på en fysisk beskrivelse af ioniske bløde stoffer, og ved brug af metoder
fra fysisk kemi og mikroskopi bliver øre-goplens (Aurelia aurtia) gele, mesoglea,
undersøgt. I dele af Asien betragtes det at spise vandmand som en delikatesse.
Før servering undergår vandmanden en trinvis saltningsproces med en blanding
af natriumklorid og alun. Under tilberedningen ændres vandmandens tekstur fra
at være geleagtig til at blive gummiagtig. Det er denne gummiagtige tekstur, som
giver vandmanden sin gastronomiske særegenhed. Denne transformation er dog
ikke velforstået. I denne afhandling vil vi systematisk bestemme fysisk-kemiske
egenskaber samt bruge to-foton mikroskopi i forsøget på at redegøre, for den fiber-
holdige mesoglea af både levende og tilberedte vandmænd. Eksperimenter peger på
en analogi mellem garvning og tilberedningsproceduren af vandmænd, og vi viser
at de kan tilberedes med andre garvningssalte end alun. Vi beskriver ydermere en
ny metode til at tilberede og udnytte vandmænd uden brug af metalsalte, denne
beskrivelse er funderet i en polyelektrolytteori samt en modificeret Flory-Huggins-
teori, som beskriver gelkollaps i et dårligt solvent. Særligt finder vi at vandmandens
mesoglea kollapser i ethanol, hvor det knasende resulterende produkt kan vise sig
at være af gastronomisk interesse. Resultaterne i denne tese fører til en kvalitativ
forståelse af den komplekse mesoglea-struktur, hvilket giver en mere fundamental
forståelse end tidligere beskrevet. Endeligt demonstrerer denne tese også værdien af
at anvende grundlæggende fysiske principper til at redegøre for problemstillinger i
fødevarevidenskab og gastronomi.
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1Introduction

„I think it is a sad reflection on our civilization
that while we can and do measure the
temperature in the atmosphere of Venus we do
not know what goes on inside our soufflés

— Nicholas Kurti
The Physicist in the Kitchen, 1969

AROUND the world jellyfish are reported to cause economical and ecological
problems. The increase in sea temperature allows different jellyfish species
to migrate to new habitats which can result in invasive effects on the ecolog-

ical balance. Moreover, the frequent occurrence of large jellyfish masses (jellyfish
blooms) seems to be connected to overfishing. Usually, jellyfish are eaten by fish (for
example herring), but as overfishing takes place the number of jellyfish increases
which in turn leads to further decrease in fish population, and because jellyfish eat
fish eggs and larva. In overfished areas such as the Black Sea, the Mediterranean
Sea, and the Gulf of Mexico jellyfish blooms are frequently reported. In the oceans
around Japan, Korea and China overfishing of sardines and anchovies has caused
huge jellyfish problems. In 2003 the Japanese fishing industry had expenses of 700m
Dkr from jellyfish blooms destroying fishing nets, dead fish caused by poisonous
jellyfish, capsized boats, and injured fishermen [1]. Similar problems have been re-
ported in South Korea with an economical damage of around 260m dollars per year,
where around 50m dollars per year account for blocked cooling systems of nuclear
power plants by jellyfish [2]. In Sweden, the nuclear power plant Oskarshamn was
temporarily closed down in 2013 due to jellyfish [3]. This leaves the question: Why
do we not collect jellyfish, use them as a resource and in that way try and restore
the ecological balance in oceans? With the rapid growth of human population in
mind, one could ask how we will feed ourselves in future, and whether jellyfish may
be part of that answer.
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Fig. 1.1: Jellyfish bloom
of Moon jel-
lyfish (Aurelia
aurita). Private
photo.

1.1 Eat the Problems

In some parts of Asia eating jellyfish is already a gourmet delicacy and a thousand
year old tradition to eat jellyfish, which for most western people is both surprising
and repellent. Fresh caught jellyfish spoil quit easily at room temperature, and there-
fore jellyfish are taken through a preparation process just after they are collected
and still alive.

Fig. 1.2.: Plate with jellyfish. Clockwise around
the plate starting from the top: Living
jellyfish, Salt preserved jellyfish and re-
freshment with cucumber and preserved
jellyfish. Private photo.

The traditional jellyfish preparation
methods involve a month long step-
wise process using salt mixture of
sodium chloride (NaCl) and alum
(AlK(SO4)2). During this process
the water content is reduced and
the gel-like texture transforms to a
rubber-like/crunchy texture which
gives the jellyfish their gastronomic
value [4]. Preserved jellyfish have
little taste of their own and are
therefore an example of how mouth-
feel plays an important role when
we evaluate taste [5]. Before serv-
ing the salted jellyfish, they are rehy-
drated in water overnight and shred-
ded. Usually, the shredded jellyfish

are served as salad mixed with vegetables and thinly sliced meat. In Japan the
jellyfish threads are served with vinegar as an appetizer [4].
Although eating jellyfish in Asia has taken place for at least a thousand years, jellyfish
industry has only recently become commercial and now represents a multi-million
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dollar seafood business in Asia [4]. There are large differences within jellyfish species
and how to obtain the best mouthfeel of the final jellyfish product. It is believed
that the amount of salt, alum and dehydration should be varied properly for each
preparation batch. For that purpose, jellyfish companies employ so-called Jellyfish
Masters who fine tune the specific processes. Hence detailed jellyfish recipes remain
as a secret in literature and only some rough guidelines are available. Therefore
jellyfish processing is considered more as an art than an exact science [4, 6].
In this thesis we will try to conduct a so-called gastrophysical investigation of jellyfish
preparation techniques. We do so in order to obtain a better understanding of
how and why the gel-texture of jellyfish transforms to a rubber-like texture under
preparation with salts. This process has only been partially described [4, 7].
Specifically we will investigate if it is possible to explain the preparation with a poly-
electrolyte model and use the model for suggesting new preparation techniques. This
call for experimental work based on theory of ionic soft matter. We systematically
classify some physicochemical properties of the mesoglea and the effects of different
salts and pH on jellyfish preparation. By applying two-photon microscopy we image
the fibrous architecture of both living and preserved mesoglea in order to obtain a
better understanding of the gel-like substance of jellyfish and the texture changes
caused by preservation. We also investigate the effects of different solvents on the
jellyfish and explain the results using a modified Flory-Huggins theory that describes
ionic gel collapse in poor solvent. This may be a step on the way to optimize and
utilize the unexploited resources that jellyfish represent.
Combing the theory of ionic soft matter with the experimental results we attempt to
provide a qualitative interpretation of the complex mesoglea structure giving a more
fundamental description than previously defined.

1.2 Gastrophysics

It should be mentioned, that the concept of Gastrophysics is still under development.
In this thesis "gastrophysical investigations" involve that the investigations take
gastronomical problems as an inspiration and driving force - not very different from
astrophysics, where the problems are inspired by astronomic phenomena [8, 9].
Moreover, cooking and experimental work may not be very distinct disciplines. This
may be illustrated by the story about Agnes Pockels (1862-1935), she wanted to
study physics, however, in Germany at late 1800s it was not a possibility for women.
Her brother was involved in the scientific world and through him she could study
science on her own. The kitchen became her laboratory, and through experiments
she pioneered the field of surface tension. Langmuir developed the field which
earned him the Nobel Prize in chemistry, Pockels was, however, the first to show how
impurities influence surface tension [10]. Agnes Pockels’ sister wrote:
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"... every day, millions of housewives were unhappy to see greasy dish water and just
wanted to get rid of it, but it inspired this very person to make observations and finally
also work on scientific treatises" [10]

Even though dish water is not of gastronomic interest, the story shows after all that
it can be as meaningful for a physicist to study phenomenons in the kitchen as in the
universe in order to reveal fundamental behavior of nature.

Nevertheless, studies of jellyfish as food may not reveal fundamental laws of nature,
but will hopefully contribute with new understanding of jellyfish preparation and its
gel-like behavior. The jellyfish preparation is of gastronomical interest because of its
connection to its unique rubber-like mouth-feeling and of physical interest because
of its connection to biological soft matter. The methods used for investigation include
both theory of ionic soft matter and experimental work of physicochemical methods
together with microscopy techniques - all methods commonly used by physicists and
we denote it gastrophysical investigation.

1.3 Thesis Structure

What we want to investigate can be summarized very shortly as follows:

• How and why does a jellyfish transform from a gel-like texture to a crunchy
texture under preparation with salts?

• Is it possible to explain the preparation with a polyelectrolyte model? Can this
model be used for suggesting new preparation techniques?

These questions clearly call for some experimental work to enable us to follow the
process from a living jellyfish to a prepared one. Therefore it has been necessary to
collect jellyfish and obtain a biological understanding of jellyfish in order to perform
experiments. The relevant biology of jellyfish is described in chapter 2. In chapter
3 we develop a theoretical framework for description of soft matter properties of
both living jellyfish and preserved jellyfish. It is based on Flory-Huggins theory and
modifications for neutral polymers and polyelectrolytes. The methods used in our
experimental work are described in chapter 4. Different microscope techniques have
been used to explore the architecture of jellyfish and to visualize how the jellyfish
change from a gel to a crunchy texture. It has turned out to be a delicate issue:
How to image a living jellyfish? Moreover, we systematically tried to eliminate each
ingredient in the traditional jellyfish preservation, and find suitable replacements.
Further, we have tried to swell jellyfish as a function of pH and salt concentration
to study how well its gel behavior agrees with regular polyelectrolyte gel behavior.
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Based on polyelectrolyte theory the solvent property of jellyfish has been modi-
fied. Chapter 5 presents and discusses results of our experiments in light of the
two backgrounds chapters (chapter 2 and 3). The conclusion and outlook of this
study is found in final chapter 6. Appendix contains supporting calculations and data.

Bon appétit
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2Umbrella Creatures Of The Sea

„The real world is in a much darker and deeper
place than this, and most of it is occupied by
jellyfish and things. We just happen to forget all
that. Don’t you agree? Two-thirds of earth’s
surface is ocean, and all we can see with the
naked eye is the surface: the skin.

— Haruki Murakami
The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle

JELLYFISH have been residents of the ocean for more than five hundred million
years that making them to the oldest known multi-organed organisms on earth
[11]. This alone makes the jellyfish fascinating animals. But the jellyfishes

enormous variation of body forms, looking like they were borrowed from a science-
fiction universe, together with their distribution in the oceans from deep to shallow
water make these animals even more fabulous.
Beyond these fascinating attributes, jellyfish can be prepared as a crunchy food
despite their high water content. The aim of this thesis is to describe the transfor-
mation of jellyfish into a crunch food, based on theoretical as well as experimental
physicochemical studies. To clearly point out the scientific problem of the present
study a general introduction to jellyfish seems appropriate. Therefore, this chapter
introduces in general the biological concept of jellyfish and clarifies which jellyfish
species will be used for the experimental work and cooking. Moreover, the chapter
accounts for the relevant anatomy and discusses what is known about the gel-like
substance of jellyfish in order to understand the material better.

2.1 An Introduction to Jellyfish

The word jellyfish is in one way a misleading terminology, since jellyfish are not fish.
The terminology is used broadly and refer in general to gelatinous and transparent
swimming plankton. All jellyfish are gelatinous plankton while the opposite is not
always true and the word jellies is the most commonly used expression for gelatinous
plankton.
Cnidaria is a phylum that contains more than 10,000 species of sea animals, which
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account for the jellyfish observed along beaches to corals and sea anemones! The
characteristics about cnidarians are not a jelly-like body, but the appearances of
cnidocytes also named nettles. Cnidocytes are harpoon-like cells used for capturing
prey, and they mainly appear at the surface (exoderm) and on the tentacles of the
animal, see figure 2.1.

Fig. 2.1.: Cnidocytes are harpoon-like cells used for capturing prey, and they are divided into
three main types, where nematocysts are common in most species. Nematocysts
inject toxin into prey. Left: Sketch of undischarged nematocyst [12]. Middle:
Sketch of discharged nematocyst [12]. Right: Scanning Electron Microscopy
micrograph of discharged nematocyt [13].

Some adult species of cnidarians have two stages in their life cycles (polyp and
medusa). Either they appear as swimming medusa or as settled polyps on the bottom.
The medusa is the body form most people associate with jellyfish. This body form
is umbrella-like and therefore it is also called the umbrella or the bell. The name
medusa is derived from the greek mythology, where Medusa is a monster with a
face of a woman and hair replaced by snakes referring to the "dangerous" tentacles
around the umbrella. The tentacles bear nettles that are used for capturing zooplank-
ton prey. The polyp body cnidarian is much smaller and for most people unknown,
because the polyps are attached to a substrate at the bottom of the sea. In general
cnidarians consist of two epithelial layers - epidermis and gastrodermis. Epidermis
is the outer layer and gastrodermis is the inner layer (skin). In between the two
layers is a jelly-like substance sandwiched. This jelly-like substance corresponds to a
gelatinous connective tissue named mesoglea. The three layers enclose the digestive
cavity which has a single opening, the mouth. The oral arms are usually formed
around the mouth, these arms are kind of extensions of the mouth, see figure 2.3.
Cnidarians are divided into four main groups, Hydroza, Scyphozoa, Cuboza, and
Anthozoa. Scyohozoa is the group which is often referred to as "the true jellyfish" - it
is the group which most people associate with jellyfish such as moon jellyfish. Sea
anemones and corals belong to Anthozoa which account for most of cnidarians and
do not have a medusa stage.
The Scyphozoa group is mainly divided into four orders: Stauromedsae, Coronate,
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Semaeostomeae, and Rhizostomeae [14, 15, 16, 12].

2.1.1 Jellyfish for Food

In Asia various species are used for food and these jellyfish species mainly belong
to the Rhizostoma order, examples are the flame jellyfish (Rhopilema esculentum),
which can reach a diameter of 70 cm, and cannonball jellyfish (Stomolophus melea-
gris), which can reach 25 cm in diameter. Also the very large Nomura’s Jellyfish
(Nemopilema nomurai) are used for food, they can reach a diameter of around 2 m
and a weight of 200 kg [14, 17, 18].

Fig. 2.2.: The terminology jellyfish is broadly used and refers in general to gelatinous and
transperent swimming plankton. The phylum Cnidaria is defined by appearance
of cnidocytes and contains more than 10,000 species spanning from moon jellyfish
to sea anemones and corals. a) Danish lion’s mane jellyfish (Cyanea capillata)
belongs to order Semaostomeae. Photo: Hans Ulrik Riisgård. b) Danish moon
jellyfish (Aurelia aurita) belongs to the order Semaostomeae. Privat photo (Kerte-
minde Fjord). c) Danish walnut jellyfish (Mnemiopsis leidyi) are not a true jellyfish
as they contain no cnidocytes and have no polyp stage. Photo: Hans Ulrik Riis-
gård. d) Barrel Jellyfish (Rhizostoma octopus) belongs to the order Rhizostomeae,
occasionally observed in Denmark. Photo: Lise Eriksen (Limfjorden). e) Sea
anemone belong to the phylum Cnidaria, but the group Anthozoa. These animals
do not have a medusa state as "jellyfish" broadly are associated with. Private
photo (Tahiti).
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Different species of jellyfish inhabit the seas around Denmark. Best known is the
moon jellyfish, Aurelia aurita which is recognized by its four characteristic horseshoe
or ear marks, this jellyfish is one of the most common jellyfish worldwide and is
therefore also known as the common jellyfish. In Denmark it is often observed along
beaches and reaches around 25-40 cm in bell diameter (but only up to about 3-5 cm
in Kertinge Nor). Lion’s mane jellyfish (Cyanea capillata) is another common jellyfish
which inhabits Danish seas and it is known for its long "burning" tentacles. The
diameter of the umbrella reaches around 30 cm in Denmark, but very large (2 m!)
examples are observed in arctic seas. Both moon and lion’s mane jellyfish belong
to the order Semaeostomeae, which means "flag mouth" and this name matches this
order of jellyfish very well as their mouth consist of four plates forming a cross like
a flag, see figure 2.2 and figure 2.4. In autumn some parts of Danish waters are
visited by Barrel jellyfish (Rhizostoma octopus) which belongs to Rhizostomeae and is
a blueish jellyfish with an umbrella diameter at 60 cm and is common in the English
Channel. Recently, a new jellyfish has been observed in the seas around Denmark.
This is the sea walnut, (Mnemiopsis leidyi), which is invasive and able to affect the
ecosystem by its predation impact on zooplankton and fish eggs. Unlike the other
jellyfish mentioned, this is not a true jellyfish since it has no cnidocytes and belongs
therefore not to Cnidarians, but to the phylum Comb jellyfish (Ctenophora) [19, 14].
Due to availability in the inner Danish seas and with an appropriate size, moon
jellyfish (Aurelia aurita) seems to be the best choice of jellyfish for experimental
work even though it belongs to another order than the jellyfish commonly used for
food in Asia. However, to make jellyfish part of the Nordic kitchen moon jellyfish
still seems to be a good choice of species. In rest of this thesis the word jellyfish
therefore refers to Aurelia aurita if not otherwise specified.

2.2 Anatomy of Moon Jellyfish (Aurelia aurita)

We will only consider the anatomy of medusa of moon jellyfish and neglect anatomic
concerns about polyps and the life cycle of jellyfish as it is the medusa stage of
jellyfish that is of gastrophysical interest. Because jellyfish do not have heads, the
end nearest the mouth is denoted as the oral end and the end furthest from the
mouth is described as the aboral end. In figure 2.3 a cross-section of a moon jellyfish
is sketched.

The outer layer, exoderm (or skin) is mostly two cell-layers thick and below these
layers the jelly-like substance, mesoglea, is found. In section 2.3 we come back
to the functions and structure of the mesoglea. Further below the mesoglea the
gastroderm is reached, which is the epithelium that encloses the stomach and is also
mostly two cell layer thick. The stomach is part of the gastrovascular cavity together
with gastric pouches and gastric channels. The gastric pouches are four semicircular
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Fig. 2.3.: Anatomic sketch of moon jellyfish (Aurelia aurita). In the sketch the jellyfish is
sliced in order to give a 3D view of its anatomy.

pouches branched from the stomach that are placed in the middle of the jellyfish as
illustrated in figure 2.3 and 2.4. Each pouch contains one gonad (a sexual organ).
The gonads are not transparent as the rest of jellyfish but bluish or sometimes
reddish. It is these four gonads that defines the horseshoe rings characteristic for
moon jellyfish. Along the inner margin of the gonads gastric filaments are placed
and they secrete enzymes into the gastric pouches such that digestion of food occurs.
The (partly) digested food is transported through the gastric channels which is a
system of ciliated1 channels: a ring channel around the margin of the umbrella and
16 radial channels that extent from the gastric pouches and stomach. The interradial
channels arise directly from the stomach meanwhile the perradial channels initiate
from the gastric pouches. There are four of each interradial and perradial channels
which all are branched. These channels transport materials from the ring channel to
the stomach. Between the perradial and interradial channels 8 unbranched radial
channels are located, named the adradial channels. These adradial channels also
initiate from the gastric pouches, but the flow of materials is away from the gastric
pouches, see the illustration in figure 2.3 and 2.4.

The stomach is connected to the exterior by the mouth via the manubrium, which is
a short vertical column. From the manubrium originate the four oral arms which
are oriented at right angles to each other as a cross in a flag. Along each oral arms
run ribbon-like ridges that fold into a groove called bachial groove which run out

1tale-like organelle
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Fig. 2.4.: Anatomic sketch of moon jellyfish (Aurelia aurita). Left: oral view of jellyfish.
Right: zoom of gastric pouch.

from the mouth. The grooves are covered with small bachial tentacles. Marginal
tentacles are represented around the bell margin. These tentacles bear cnidocytes.
The bell/umbrella of Aurelia aurita is divided into 8 lappets, Rhopallial lappets.
The lappets are marked with some indents called marginal indentenions. In the
marginal indentions around the bell one can find the Rhopalia. This is a collection of
specialized sensory structures to sense light (ocelli), feel gravity (statoliths) and the
control of contraction of the swimming-muscle. Hence the jellyfish can distinguish
between dark and light and they have a feeling of balance [14, 15, 16].

2.3 Mesoglea: A Secretive Gel-like Substance

The mesoglea of jellyfish is of special interest in the context of preparing jellyfish
as food as the mesoglea composes the majority of the body volume. In this section
we will describe the functions and structure of the mesoglea. The mesoglea is
divided into two areas - subumbrella and exumbrella, see figure 2.3. The subumbrella
is located below the gastrovascular cavity and serve as a base for the swimming
muscles, i.e. muscles that contract the bell and thereby create a jet that drives the
jellyfish forward. The exumbrella is located above the gastrovascular cavity and
is the thickest part of the mesoglea and it is this part of the mesoglea that will be
brought into focus in next section [14, 15].

2.3.1 Biological Functions of Mesoglea

The mesoglea serves several functions and can be seen as an extracellular matrix
(ECM) which is the substance outside the cells that provides structural and bio-
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chemical support to cells. Additionally, mesoglea plays an important role in jellyfish
locomotion: as the swimming muscles contract, the mesoglea contracts as well, but
as the muscles relax the elasticity of mesoglea cause a passive release of energy
stored during the contraction. This makes the jellyfish a very efficient swimmer
with respect to energy consumption [20] and shows that the mechanical properties
of mesoglea play an important role. The mesoglea is further used for buoyancy,
transport and storage of nutrients, and finally a high salt content protects it against
predators together with transparency that serves as a camouflage [14, 15, 21].

2.3.2 Structure of Mesoglea

Jellyfish are well-known for their high water content and in general the organic
matter counts for around 1 % and salt 3 % of the total jellyfish weight [22, 23]. The
mesoglea consists of hydrated network of fibers, where the majority is believed to
be collagen-like proteins, but elastin fibers, mucopolysaccharides and lipids are also
present, more details about some of these marcomolecules can be found in section
3.1.1. It is believed that the stiffness of mesoglea is caused by collagen and the
elasticity is caused by elastin fibers [24, 25, 26, 22, 12, 27, 28].
Common methods for studying anatomic structures involve the use of various micro-
scope techniques. Samples are frequently prepared in some fixation (e.g. formalde-
hyde) in order to avoid decay of organic material and allows for slicing thin samples
(fixation has some hardening effect), which is preferable for many optical techniques.
It is believed this kind of fixation maintains the overall structures by cross-linking,
but may not preserve all structures in detail. As we shall see later in chapter 3
macromolecules, are highly sensitive to variations of different solvents and therefore
fixation of gel-like substance should be done with some care. We shall distinguish
between a living mesolgea and fixed mesoglea, where living mesoglea refer to a
non-fixed mesoglea.

The architecture of mesoglea has been analyzed in detail by Garth Chapman in
1950’s, and we shall initially base our discussion and study of mesoglea structure on
his work. Chapman used microscope techniques both on living and fixed mesoglea
(alcohol and formaldehyde) and some of the fixed mesoglea were further stained
[26, 29]. Examples of results are shown in figure 2.5. Both large and small fiber
structures appear in the fixed mesoglea and the large fibers appear as both straight
and curled structures. The small fiber structures are only observed in the fixed
mesoglea and as Chapman pointed out:

"The use of the phase-contrast microscope on hand sections of the living mesogloea of
young jellyfishes (up to 10 cm in diameter) failed to show any fibrous structure other
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Fig. 2.5.: Drawings of mesoglea studied by Chapman [26, 29]. Left: vertical hand section
of Aurelia aurita, mesoglea is fixed and stained Toluidine blue, which colors
nucleic acids and polysachharides. Both fibrous network and mesoglea cells are
observed. Not both straight and curled fibers appear [26]. Right: drawing of
vertical thick fibers with branches near epithelium of fresh hand-cut mesoglea of
Pelagia noctiluca [29].

than slight traces of straight fibres. The typical network obtained in sections of fixed
material could not be seen, nor could Tretyakoffs spiral fibres; so it may be that the
network is due partly, if not entirely, to fixation and dehydration" [29].

Recently, Gambini et al. (2012) [24] investigated the architecture of living mesoglea
using Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) technique (see section 4.2.1 for fur-
ther explanation of this technique) and fixed mesoglea using Scanning Electron
Microscopy2 (SEM). DIC images of living mesoglea shown in figure 2.6 reveal large
vertical fibers perpendicular to the exumbrella, which branch and run tangentially
near the surface of exumbrella in agreement with earlier work done by Chapman for
Aurelia aurita and other species [26, 29, 30]. Note that mesoglea cells are observed
as well which is typical for mesoglea of Aurelia aurita and in agreement with earlier
literature [26]. Jellyfish are fixed in 5% glutaraldehyde, dehydrated with acetone
and critical-point-dried for SEM experiments and corresponding micrographs are
shown in figure 2.6 that visualize thick fibers tangled up in a fine network with
a mesh size of around 5 µm [24]. Other studies find similar SEM micrographs of
mesoglea of various species [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. It seems as a general concen-
sus in the literature that jellyfish gel are porous heterogenous network mechanical
stabilized by larger entangled collagen and elastin fibers with some variations of

2Scanning Electron Microscopy use focused beam of electrons for scanning a sample. The electrons in-
teract with atoms in the sample which produce signals that contain topographical and compositions
information.
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structures from species to species.

Fig. 2.6.: Mesoglea studied by Gambini et al. (2012) [24]. Left: Thick fibers visualized by
DIC microscopy of hand-cut cross sections of living mesoglea. A) vertical cross
section shows large parallel fibers in vertical direction and mesoglea cells. B)
Tangential cross section showing tangential fiber network near epithelium and
mesoglea cells. Right: Scanning electron micrographs. A) larger fibers entangled
in 3D network of fine fibrils. B) Mesoglea cell woven in network of fine fibrils.

However, this fine network has not been observed in living mesoglea (at least to
my knowledge) and in line with Chapman’s discussion [29] how can we then know
that this network actually exist in vivo and is not caused by solvent changes and
drying during sample preparation? With an approximately mesh size of 5 µm, the
pressumed network seems not to explain a gel behavior fully and therefore to some
extent the question whether the mesoglea gel is a diffuse random solution of proteins
and polysaccharides or a well defined network remains controversial.
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Fig. 2.7: Schematic model of
mesoglea structure of
Aurelia aurita suggested by
Gambini et al. (2012) [24].
Characteristic length scales
for adult jellyfish (solid) and
juvenile jellyfish (shaded)
are shown respectively. Note
that the actual proportions
of structures are not shown
properly in order to keep
clarity of the diagram. The
thick vertical fibers (vf),
the tangential fibers (tf)
and the fine fibers (ff) are
those which are visualized
in figure 2.6 respectively.
Endoderm (en); exum-
brella (ex); subumbrellar
swimming muscle (mu)
[24].
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3Ionic Soft Matter

„Water is the softest thing, yet it can penetrate
mountains and earth. This shows clearly the
princinple of softness overcoming hardness.

— Lao Tzu
(Philosopher and poet, China around 5th

century BC)

IN this chapter I will introduce and discuss theory of polyelectrolytes, i.e. charged
polymers and polyelectrolyte gels. The motivation for introducing polyelec-
trolytes arises from the wish to convey a physical understanding of jellyfish gel,

also called mesoglea, and what is going on during its preparation to food. From
a physical point of view, proteins can be considered as polyelectrolytes under the
right conditions. Since mesoglea (except for water) is mainly made of proteinous
material, this view as a polyelctrolyte gel seems to be an obvious way to describe
jellyfish gel. This is, however, not a new idea. It was suggested by The zoologist G.
Chapman in 1966, but never followed through:

"The scyphozoan mesoglea can probaly
be represented as a simple polymeric gel"[22]

The chapter introduces neutral polymers described by the well-known Flory theory,
which can be expanded to describe polyelectrolytes. Polyelectrolytes will be consid-
ered under various conditions e.g. with few fixed charges in a solution without salt,
and with few fixed charges in a solution of high concentration of salt. We use this
to investigate properties of polyelectrolytes and how they form gels. In addition,
we discuss how salt concentration, pH value and solvent properties influence a
polyelectrolyte gel. Using these theories we try to predict how mesoglea will behave
under different physical and chemical conditions. This will hopefully lead to a
better understanding of the mesoglea gel and to possible new jellyfish preparation
strategies.
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3.1 Introduction: World of Polymers

Polymers play a crucial role in life with their spectacular and fascinating properties.
There are almost countless examples of applications with polymers: Plastic bags,
fleece, cotton, cellulose (e.g. paper), rubber etc. In addition to the great applications
of industrial produced polymer materials, polymers have significant influence on
biology and life itself. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) - our genetic material, and
proteins are just few examples of biological polymers [36]. Furthermore a large
number of polymers appears in the kitchen. The way we cook marmalade, pudding
or get a delicious texture of meat for instance, has to be understood in the context
of polymer properties.

The term "Polymer" stems from Greek and means "many parts". As the word refers to,
polymers are macromolecules structured by multiple repeated units called monomers,
frequently linked by covalent bonds. "Many" parts actually means many! DNA is
one of the longest known polymer chains and it can reach around ten billion (10

10)
monomers. "Macro" means that these kind of molecules can reach macroscopic
length scale. An example is human DNA, which can extend several meters! Perhaps
for good reasons the term macromolecule may seem a bit contradictory: "large tiny
mass of something" (freely translated from greek/latin)[36]. In fact, the concept of
macromolecules is a relatively new concept in the history of science, it did not gain
acceptance before around 1930, which seems remarkably as the first molecule size
was determined by Benjamin Franklin back in the mid of 18th century and calculated
by Lord Rayleigh one hundred years later. Before the concept of macromolecules
was accepted, polymer materials was already known, e.g. rubber and cellulose.
The molecular structure of rubber was believed to be a ring structure instead of a
molecular chain structure as we know to day. The idea of polymers as long molecular
chain structures was suggested by the german physical chemist H. Staudinger in the
early 1920s based on experimental results. This idea met a lot skepticism until the
1930s where Staudinger had produced so much experimental evidence that it was
impossible to neglect the existence of chain molecules. In 1953 Staudinger received
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for this work [37, 38, 39].

The newly established acceptance of long chain molecules called for theoretical
considerations and foundation. One of the first pioneers was the physical chemist
W. Kuhn (1934) who contributed to the basis for physics of polymers by describing
polymer flexibility, the role of entropy in polymer systems and rubber elasticity. Next,
P. J. Flory (1949) described the polymer chain size and he included excluded volume
effects of chain segments, which earned him the Nobel Price in Chemistry in 1974.
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Following Flory, S. F. Edwards (1958) shed light on similarities between conforma-
tions of a polymer and the trajectory of a quantum particle described by Feynman
path integrals. This gave rise to new sophisticated theoretical methods applied to
polymer physics "stolen" from the well-known methods of quantum physics [38].
Founded on earlier experimental and theoretical results, P. G. de Gennes reshaped
and developed the area of polymer physics. de Gennes was awarded with the Nobel
Price for his work in physics in 1991 [40].

3.1.1 Long Molecular Chains

We will start with some exemplifications of long molecular chains in a biological
context related to jellyfish mesoglea before describing polymers and polymer gels
in a general theoretical way. Mesoglea is reported to be structured mainly by
mucopolysaccharides, collagen and elastin [24, 25] as described in chapter 2, these
components are all examples of long molecular chains which typical make up the
extracellular matrix.

Collagen

Collagen is a generic term used for group of proteins characterized by triple-helix
structure and with a high content of Glycine, see figure 3.1. The triple-helix structure
is wounded by three long chains of amino acids (polypeptide) with repeating se-
quence of Glycine placed in each third position, this can be expressed as (Gly-X-Y)n,
where Gly is Glycine, X and Y in principle can be any amino acid, but often are
proline or hydroxyproline and n is an arbitrary number of repeated sequence. The
high content of Glycine, proline and hydroxyproline is important for the stabilization
of the triple helix, the "small" glycine amino acids allow close association of the single
chains and the ring structure side-group of proline and hydroxyproline respectively
accounts for the twist tendency of the single strands. In this way collagen is an
example of a macromolecule with a length around 300 nm and constructed as a
chain of many amino acids corresponding to a chain of monomers [41].
At least 28 different types (numbered I-XXVII) of collagen are found in vertebrates,
and fewer are found in invertebrates. The different types of collagen play different
functional roles biology. Here we will assume collagens are important for jellyfish
mesoglea. The tensile strength of tissue such as tendon, cartilage, bone and skin is
is due to fibrils in the extracellular matrix, these fibrils are formed by aggregations
of collagen. Examples of fibril-forming collagens are type I and type V collagen,
where collagen type I is the most common. Collagen type IV does not form fibrils,
but networks which is part of Basement membranes, a thin membrane that separates
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epithelium from connective tissue [41].
There is no agreement on to which collagen jellyfish mesoglea is woven by. Vari-
ous methods have been used to unravel this mystery, but with different answers
[42, 26, 43, 44, 45, 31, 46, 24]. With x-ray diffraction, chromatography, elec-
trophoresis and amino acid analysis it has been shown that mesoglea is collagenous
material indicated by diffraction pattern, high glycine, proline and hydroxyproline
content, and that the peptide strands of the triple helix structure all are distinct
(contrary to other invertebrates). The collagenous structure is similar to porchine
collagen, however with lower denaturation temperature which also is reflected in
lower proline content [45, 31]. Amino-acid analysis present in [44] indicates that
mesoglea substance is composed mainly of vertebrate-like collagen type V. In contrast
Gambini et al. (2012) [24] conclude that mesoglea substance behave mainly as gel
dominated by collagen type I based on rheological measurements [24].
Collagen has industry and food application. Gelatin is derived from collagen type
I when dissolved in a acidic or alkaline solutions that cause collagen to denature,
and the single polypeptide strands to reorganize into a network, forming a gel [47].
During the jellyfish preparation pH of the solution is lowered by alum thus one
hypothetical explanation of jellyfish preparation could be that jellyfish collagen is
denatured during the preparation forming a new elastic network.
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Fig. 3.1.: A crystal strucutre of typical collagen sequence found in type I, II and III. The
structure to the right shows the triple helix formed by the polypeptides. To the
left a zoom of one of the peptide strands is shown. This strands is a sequence of
Glycine (light blue), proline (green) and hydroxyproline (orange) [48].

Elastin

Another biopolymer mesoglea is reported to contain is Elastin [24, 25]. Like collagen
it is a fibrous protein as collagen, but much more flexible collagen [41, 49]. Lysine is
frequently present in elastin chains and these lysine components can form cross-links
out of four separated chains which can result in a rubber-like network making elastin
elastic. Elastin fibers are the main components that give elasticity to the extracellular
matrix meanwhile collagen resist stretching [41, 49].

Mucopolysaccharides

The gel-like substance of extracellular matrix is suggested to be composed of mu-
copolysaccharides [28]. Mucopolysccharides are polymers which contain repeated
disaccharides, where one of the two sugar residues is amino sugar. Because of
carboxyl or sulfate side groups are present along the chain, the polymer is highly
charged in biological environment and can therefore be regarded as a polyelectrolyte
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[49]. We shall later see how such charged chains can cause swelling and absorb
water into the gel matrix and enable it to resist some compression, hence it seems
reasonable that the component mainly responsible for the swelling of the mesoglea
gel-substance are the mucopolysaccharides [49, 24, 25].

3.1.2 Ideal Chain

The simplest theoretical chain molecule we can have in mind is called the ideal chain.
It is assumed that the ideal chain has no branches and contains a very high number
of monomers, this number will be denoted N . In addition, one ignores possible
interactions such as monomer-monomer interactions, monomer-solvent interactions
and osmotic effects caused by mixing as illustrated in figure 3.2 (a-c). In other words,
the internal energy, E, is constant since it is independent of chain conformations
and Helmholtz free energy takes the form [50]:

�F = ≠T�S (3.1)

hence the ideal chain is dominated by entropy, which in this case is mainly deter-
mined by the enormous number of possible configurations the chain can take. The
entropy can be derived from Boltzmann formular [50]:

S = kB ln(N ), (3.2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and N is the number of configurations or mi-
crostates. The model of the ideal chain is also known as Freely jointed chain [51],
see figure 3.2 (d). If we consider such a chain limited to be described on a discrete
lattice, the model of the ideal chain is known as discrete Random Walk (RW) chain.
In the RW model one can understand the different chain conformations as different
"walks" of N steps from one point to another on a lattice [50] as illustrated in figure
3.2 (e).
We will now try to calculate the conformational entropy by finding an expression for
the number of conformations, N . Finally, we wish to end up with an expression for
Helmholtz free energy as function of the polymer size and determine an ideal chain
equilibrium size.
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Fig. 3.2.: Schematic representation of ideal chain. A) Shows a long elastic chain. As we
zoom in, the chain can be described as monomers linked together as B) illustrates.
C) In the model of the ideal chain monomer-monomer long range interactions and
solvent-monomer interactions are ignored. D) Freely jointed chain. Next "step"
is located at a virtual sphere with radius a. E) Random walk model. Different
polymer conformations correspond to different walks. F) Illustrates ąi and r̨i.
Note here that the illustration is in 2 dimensions, while calculations are based on
3 dimensions. G) Definition of end-to-end vector. The end-to-end vector describes
in a simple way polymer conformations. If the vector is short the polymer is
relatively folded and vice verca. H) Equilibrium size of ideal chain is R0 = N

1/2
a.

The extent of a polymer can be regarded as a sphere with that diameter.

The characteristic distance between monomers is called Kuhn length and is labeled
a. Thus the fully extended polymer has length aN [50]. As shown at figure 3.2 (f),
the ideal chain will be described with reference to the lattice1 and each segment
between the monomers can be described as vectors with Kuhn length and arbitrary

1In figure 3.2 the lattice is 2 dimensional even though we will consider the polymer in 3 dimensional
lattice, but in principle it could be other dimensions
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orientation on the lattice. These vectors are denoted ąi with length |̨ai| where i is
an index. Each position of a monomer can be described by position vectors r̨i, see
figure 3.2 (f). Further, the end-to-end vector is defined by

˛

Re = r̨N ≠ r̨0 =

Nÿ

i=1
ąi, (3.3)

and describes in accordance with its name, the distance between end and starting
point of the chain [50], see figure 3.2 (g). This vector describes in a rough way the
chain conformation: If the chain is stretched, the end-to-end vector will be relatively
long compared to the opposite situation, where the chain is folded as illustrated in
figure 3.2 (g). The assumptions of the ideal chain (e.g. high number of monomers N

and each Kuhn segment independent of others) results in the fact that the end-to-end
vector must be approximately Gaussian distributed according to the Central Limit
Theorem2 (CLT). In literature the ideal chain is sometimes referred to as a Gaussian
chain. The distribution of the end-to-end vector in 3 dimensions is

f(
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where ÈReÍ is the mean of ˛

Re and ‡

2 is the variance of the distribution of ˛

Re. Hence
a good approximation of the number of configurations will be proportional to this
distribution, N Ã f(

˛

Re). All interactions are ignored and therefore all ąi will be
statistically independent of each other and randomly distributed. This implies that
there is no directional motion of the chain, and hence the mean of end-to-end vector
will be zero, È ˛

ReÍ = ÈqN
i=1 ąiÍ = 0. Next we arrive with the variance expressed as

[50]:
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Note, we define this as the characteristic size of the chain [50]

R0 = N

1/2
a. (3.6)

Using this result, the Gaussian distribution of the end-to-end vector becomes

f(
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2
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e

Na2
. (3.7)

2Sufficiently large number of random independent variables will be approximately Gaussian dis-
tributed.
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As N Ã f(

˛

Re) the Boltzmann entropy is given by

S = kB ln(N )

= kB ln (independent of Re) ≠ 3

2

kB

Na

2 R

2
e (3.8)

In this way we end up with Helmholtz free energy change:

�Fel =

3

2

kBT

Na

2 R

2
e (3.9)

This is very similar to Hooke’s law and therefore this expression is also known as
entropic elasticity, where 3

2
kBT
Na2 can be interpreted as a chain spring constant which

remarkably increases with temperature [50].

3.1.3 Real Chain

In the above calculation of an ideal chain, we have ignored interactions, which
results in a very idealized model. In the RW model this means that two or more
monomers can occupy the same lattice point simultaneously since they don’t repel
each other. To avoid this unrealistic phenomenon we add repulsive interactions
to the ideal chain model. This kind of chain is named real chain. The strategy
is to expand Helmholtz free energy (equation 3.9) by simply adding an energy
contribution from interactions [52, 53]:

�F = �Fel + �Frep, (3.10)

where �Frep is the contribution of the interactions. At first glance this strategy may
seems a bit naive, because the entropic elasticity term, �Fel will be affected by the
interactions since the number of possible conformations are decreased. However, we
will ignore that error for a moment.

To give an estimate of the energy associated with interactions, we assume monomer
interactions as being short ranged pair interactions. Since polymers often are struc-
tured by covalent bonds, this seems to be acceptable. To incorporate this kind
of interactions we use the famous Flory argument. Flory’s argument concerning
interactions is based on the picture of a polymer cut into free monomers, which are
enclosed in a spherical volume corresponding to the cubic size of unknown polymer
radius, V ƒ R

3 [52, 53], as illustrated in figure 3.3. Thus we have a fictive gas cloud
with diameter R containing N monomers, which we claim is almost equivalent to
a polymer extended R with N monomers. This picture, has the advantage that we
know, how to handle a gas with pair interactions only.
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Fig. 3.3.: To include excluded volume effects in a description of polymers, consider the
polymer cut up into monomers trapped in a sphere of size R

3. Such a system
can be considered to behave as a non-ideal gas cloud of pair interaction as long
as only short range interactions are taken into account. This is Flory’s argument
which allows for a virial expansion. Here the excluded volume of the monomers
is approximated as the cubic size of the Kuhn length.

For non-ideal gasses where the gas molecules interact pairwise, we expand the
equation of state with respect to the density. Hence, the first order term corresponds
to the ideal gas equation, second order term corrects for pair interactions and higher
order terms correspond likewise to the interaction of three and more molecules, we
neglect these higher order terms. The internal gas concentration of the chain can be
defined as N/R

3 [54], hence

PR

3

NkBT

= 1 + B2
N

R

3 + ... (3.11)

where P is the pressure and the first term account for the ideal gas pressure Pideal.
The expansion constant B2 is called the second virial coefficient and depends on the
type of pair interaction. This expansion is of course only a good approximation when
the gas cloud is diluted and we will show below that this is valid approximately for
large N . Using the fundamental thermodynamic relation of Helmholtz free energy
at constant temperature3 we write the interaction contribution per unit volume as

ˆFrep

ˆV

----
T

= ≠(P ≠ Pideal)

= ≠kBTB2

3
N

R

3

42
. (3.12)

3dF = ≠SdT ≠ P dV
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Integrating over the volume V ƒ R

3 the total interaction energy is achieved [52]

Frep = ≠
⁄
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3
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2
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3 . (3.13)

The second virial coefficient, B2, has the dimension of volume and can be estimated
according to statistical mechanical principles [54]:

B2(T ) = ≠2fi

⁄ Œ

0
dr

1
e

≠U(r)/kBT ≠ 1

2
r

2
, (3.14)

where U(r) is the intermolecular potential of interactions as a function of the distance
r (in spherical coordinates). For pair interactions we assume short range forces
are dominating and thereby typically chosen potentials are hard sphere potential or
Lennard-Jones potential. The simplest situation is the hard sphere potential [54]

U(r) =

Y
]

[
Œ if r < a

0 if r > a

, (3.15)

where a is the radius of the hard sphere corresponding to the monomer size a. Thus
we obtain from equation 3.14

B2(T ) = ≠2fi

5⁄ a

0
dr

1
e

≠U(r)/kBT ≠ 1

2
r

2
+

⁄ Œ

a
dr

1
e

≠U(r)/kBT ≠ 1

2
r

2
6

=

2

3

fia

3

=

1

2

3
4

3

fia

3
4

=

‹

2

(3.16)

ƒ a

3 (3.17)

as e

≠U(r)/kBT
= 1 for r > a and e

≠U(r)/kBT æ 0 for r < a. Note that in equation 3.16
the virial coefficient can be expressed as the half of the volume of lattice unit cell
corresponding to the excluded volume of monomers. However, we can with peace in
mind approximate the second virial coefficient as a

3. From equations 3.10, 3.13 and
3.17 the total free energy of a real chain then turns out to be:

�F ƒ kBT

Na

2 R

2
+ kBTa

3 N

2

R

3 , (3.18)

when coefficients are neglected. If the exluded volume approaches zero the contri-
bution from repulsive interactions vanishes and we recover the model for an ideal
chain; the other way around if the excluded volume increases the interaction will
likewise increase. In that way this volume describes how two monomers can not
occupy the same place at same time. The model of the real chain is known as the Self
Avoiding Walk model (SAW) and can be regarded as a parallel to the Pauli Exclusion
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Principle in Quantum Mechanics4. The excluded volume does not only depend on
monomer-monomer interactions, but also on monomer-solvent interactions. Origi-
nally Flory formulated the excluded volume as (1 ≠ 2‰)a

3, where ‰ describes the
properties of the solvent. If ‰ > 1/2 the excluded volume becomes negative which
can be interpreted as monomer-monomer contact is preferred over monomer-solvent
contact, and the solvent is considered as poor. If ‰ < 1/2 the excluded volume is
positive and the solvent is said to be good. The approximation in equation 3.17 is
only valid under good solvent circumstances [53, 52].

The following characteristic length of the real chain is obtained by minimizing the
total free energy equation 3.18 with respect to R

RF ƒ aN

3
5
. (3.19)

This size is named Flory radius5. It is observed that Flory radius is larger than the
equilibrium size of the ideal chain, R0 = aN

1
2 . Hence interactions tends to swell the

polymer [52].

The virial expansion is only valid if the monomer concentration is very diluted as
mentioned earlier. This can be checked simply by substituting RF into the definition
of monomer concentration, N

R3
F

=

N
a3N9/5 =

N≠4/5

a3 æ 0 as N æ Œ. Hence the
conditions for making virial expansion is satisfied and the theory is self consistent.

The strategy of adding an extra term to the model of an ideal chain in order to handle
interactions may seem a bit simple. The elasticity term cannot be the same for the
ideal and the real chain respectively, since the excluded volume effects limit the chain
conformation. Hence, the entropic elasticity of the real chain is overestimated in the
SAW model. However, the repulsive interaction term is underestimated, when N/R

3

is used as monomer concentration it is actually the mean of monomer concentration
and thereby the correlations of the monomers are neglected. Luckily, the two big
errors cancel each other out in an uncontrolled manner [55]! After Flory published
his work others have tried to make more exact calculations which all have results
very close to Flory’s6 [56]. Further experimental works have results close to Flory’s7

[57, 58]. Therefore Flory’s model is viewed as qualitatively wrong, but quantitatively
true [55].

4Two identical particles with same half-integer spin cannot occupy the same quantum state simulta-
neously.

5In 4 dimensions Flory radius reach ideal chain behavior R ≥ aN1/2

6Numerical result of Flory exponent reach 0.588 [56].
7Exponent of Flory radius is measured to be 0.5936 for polystyrene in toluene and benzene [57]. The

same exponent is measured to be 0.553 for polyethylene in trichlorobenzene [58].
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Fig. 3.4: Different kind of ions. Here
the polyelectrolyte is negatively
charged. Ions fixed to the poly-
mer are named fixed charges.
Mobile ions in the solvent can
move freely. If mobile ions have
the opposite sign of the fixed
charges they are called counter-
ions. If they have the same sign,
the charges are called co-ions.

3.2 Polyelectrolytes

Polyelectrolytes behave more complicated, than neutral polymers because not only
short range interactions play a role, but also long range interactions come into play
due to the presence of charges. A neutral polymer bearing ionizable groups can in the
right solvent dissociate into charged chains and ions. An example could be a collagen
molecule that is structured by chains of amino acids which both contain carboxylic
acid groups (≠CO2H) and amino groups (≠NH2). Let us only consider these groups
to keep the example simple. If pH is lowered sufficient, the carboxylic acid groups
will be neutral while the amino groups will be protonated to ammonium groups
(≠NH3

+) and in total the collagen will consequently be positively charged. Opposite,
if pH is changed to a sufficient high value, the carboxylic acid groups and ammonium
groups will be deprotonated to the negatively charged carboxylate groups (≠CO2

–)
and the neutral amino groups respectively, which result in a total negatively charged
collagen molecule. Similar phenomenon occur for mucopolysaccharides.
We shall distinguish between two types of produced ions - the fixed ions and the
mobile ions. The fixed ions are the charges attached to the backbone of the polymer
which cannot move freely, while mobile ions are the ions in the solvent which can
move freely. Mobile ions which have the opposite sign of the fixed ions are named
counter-ions [59, 60], see figure 3.4. This section will deal with polyelectrolytes and
will mainly be based on review by Barrat and Joanny [60].

3.2.1 Weakly Charged Polyelectrolyte

The virial expansion in Flory’s method works for short range interactions as described
in section 3.1.3. Different kind of short range interactions can be incorporated in
the second virial coefficient and the Flory theory would stay unaffected. When long
range interactions also are included, the situation is different since conditions for
virial expansion are violated. If we consider a chain with densely packed charges,
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we expect the chain to unfold with the purpose of minimizing its energy as the
distance between charges maximizes. Nevertheless, under special circumstances
virial expansion can be used if the chain contains very few charges or there are ion
pairs present such that the total charge is low.

First we consider a chain with few fixed charges and no counter-ions present, which
allows us to use Flory-like calculations. If the numerical coefficients are neglected
the free energy for such a chain can be expressed as [61]

�F ƒ kBT

R

2

Na

2 + kBT lB
(fN)

2

R

, (3.20)

where the first term is the entropic elasticity and the second term is the electrostatic
interaction of charged monomers seperated by R. f is the charge fraction such that
fN is the number of charged monomers. lB is the Bjerrum length, which describes
the length where thermodynamic interactions are comparable with electrostatic
interactions8. lB can be interpreted as an "excluded electrostatic length effect" in the
same way as the excluded volume effect a

3 in equation 3.18. Note that when the
charge of the polymer converge to zero, f æ 0, the free energy of the ideal chain is
recovered.

By minimizing the free energy equation 3.20 we can find a new characteristic
length of a polyelectrolyte with few fixed charges and no counter-ions present in the
surroundings [61]:

Relectro = Nf

2/3
(lBa

2
)

1
3

= Nf

2/3
a, (3.21)

which is a characteristic size of polyelectrolytes. Here a is an effective Kuhn length
defined as a = (lBa

2
)

1
3 . Compared to the Flory radius, RF, of a real chain and the

characteristic size, R0, of an ideal chain, the new Flory radius Relectro of polyelec-
trolytes is largest. Hence weak repulsion seem to swell the polymer while strong
electrostatic repulsion tend to swell the polymer even more. As discussed earlier we
expect the polymer to swell and unfold when it contains densely packed charges.
Surprisingly, we note that the polymer becomes linear in N (equation 3.21) and thus
unfold even though it is only weakly charged. The polyelectrolyte becomes more
stiff and less flexible in that way. We conclude thereby that the general form of a
polyelectrolyte is rod-like and not spherical as in case for neutral polymers [61].

8lB = e2
4fi‘r‘0kBT , e is the elementary charge and ‘r and ‘0 are the relative dielectric constant and

vacuum permittivity respectively.
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Electrostatic Blobs

The picture of an idealized polymer with few charges in a large volume as a spherical
object is wrong as the above calculations lead to the idea of a linear chain. However,
if the chain is weakly charged the chain might remain coiled and flexible as an ideal
chain at some local distance meanwhile at larger scale the chain will be stiff and
stretched out due to the electrostatic interaction. The chain can be divided into some
subunits called electrostatic blobs with a size corresponding to the local distance
where the chain behave as an ideal chain. These electrostatic blobs are sketched in
figure 3.5 [61, 62].

Fig. 3.5.: Electrostatic blobs. A) In the RW and the SAW model a polymer can be considered
as spherical object with size R, this geometry is changed when the polymer
is weakly charged. As the arrow pointing to B) illustrates, a weakly charged
polyelectrolytes becomes rod-like. At local distance, ›e the chain behaves as an
ideal chain meanwhile at larger scale it behaves linear. The electrostatic blobs are
of size › and describe this behavior.

We will try to describe the size of the electrostatic blobs, ›e. The blob size will both
be determined by the electrostatic interaction between two blobs and the number of
monomers enclosed in one blob. Let ge be the number of monomers inside one blob,
then one blob carries fge charges. If the blob size is very large then the polymer will
behave as an ideal chain while if blob size is very small the polymer will be strongly
extended corresponding to a highly charged polymer. The polymer starts to extend
at the scale where the electrostatic blob interaction energy correponds to kBT , which
is expressed as [61, 62]:

kBT =

(fge)

2
e

2

4fi‘r‘0›e
… ›e = (fge)

2
lB, (3.22)
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here the definition of the Bjerrum length is inserted.
Inside a blob we assume ideal chain behavior and since there are ge monomers per
blob, we obtain parallel to the ideal chain and to Gaussian statistics

›e ƒ ag

1
2
e . (3.23)

Hence equation 3.22 and 3.23 are equal and we obtain the number of monomers
per blob:

ge =

3
a

f

2
lB

4 2
3

, (3.24)

and inserting this into equation 3.23 we further achieve a blob size of [61]

›e ƒ a

3
a

f

2
lB

4 1
3

. (3.25)

Note, that both ›e and ge are independent of N . Remember the Flory radius of a
weakly charged polyelectrolyte was given by equation 3.21. If it is true that the
chain is linear at scale larger than ›e it must equivalently be true that the number
of blobs N/ge in one polyelectrolyte multiplied with the blob size ›e must be the
equilibrium size:

N

ge
›e = N

3
a

f

2
lB

4≠ 2
3

a

3
a

f

2
lB

4 1
3

= Nf

2
3
(lBa

2
)

1
3

= Relectro. (3.26)

which exactly corresponds to the Flory radius of the polyelectrolyte, equation 3.21.
Thus, a weakly charged polymer where no counter-ions are present can be regarded
as a linear chain containing N/ge electrostatic blobs of blob size ›e. On scales smaller
than ›e the chain still behaves as an ideal chain [61].

3.2.2 E�ects of Counter-ions

Until now we have ignored counter-ions which are produced when the polymer
dissociates or when other salts are added to the solution. The interactions between
fixed and mobile charges result in various effects which can be included in the model.
In this section we will focus on monovalent counter-ion effects.
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Donnan Equilibrium

One of the effects of interactions between fixed and mobile charges is Manning
condensation named after G.S. Manning (1969) [63, 64]. Manning condensation
takes place if a polyelectrolyte is strongly charged creating a sheath of counter-ions
along the polymer. In this context strongly charged implies that the distance between
charged monomers on average is less than the Bjerrum length. During condensation
more and more charged monomers are neutralized, thus the effective charge of the
chain decreases and the distance between charged monomers increases.
The condensation takes place until the distance between the charged monomers
correspond to Bjerrum length. Thus, a polyelectrolyte with condensed sheath
of counter-ions can be equivalently described as a polyelectrolyte with charged
monomers in distance lB [63]. However, even if the polyelectrolyte is weakly
charged interactions between fixed and mobile charges still have important effects
in the system. The osmotic pressure of a polyelctrolyte solution strongly depends
on the counter-ions condensation and counter-ion interactions with fixed charges in
general [63]. Consider a container with two chambers divided by a semipermeable
membrane as sketched in figure 3.6. Initially, Chamber A contains a polyelectrolyte
and its associated counter-ions. Chamber B is filled with an ion-free solvent. The
large polymer cannot pass through the membrane and even though the small counter
ions can diffuse through the membrane, they do not! This is because they are forced
to satisfy the charge neutrality condition. To calculate the osmotic pressure due to
the inequality of the number of ions in the two chambers, we need the monomer
concentration of the polyelectrolyte, c = N/R

3, and the charge fraction, f [59, 65].
Since the charge fraction changes according to condensation, we define an effective
charge fraction, g. Hence, the effective concentration of charged monomers (fixed
charges) of the polyelectrolyte in chamber A is gc. The osmotic pressure acting on
the membrane is proportional to the concentration of free counter-ions which is
equal to gc:

� = kBTgc. (3.27)

Here we assume that the solution is salt free, that the ions are monovalent, and
we ignore the osmotic pressure from the polymer itself. The osmotic pressure of a
neutral polymer solution is proportional to the concentration of chains. Here we
only consider a single chain, but even though we were considering many chains the
number of free counter-ions would always dominate the osmotic pressure, hence the
contribution to the osmotic pressure is highly dominated by ions. When we write
the osmotic pressure as being proportional to the concentrations of ions, we assume
the ions to behave as an ideal gas of counter-ions - a sort of a neutral ion-pair cloud
[65, 63, 59].
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Fig. 3.6.: Donnan equilibrium. A) No salt is added to the system. B) Salt is added to the
system.

We now add some salt to the system and the situation changes as some of the ions
diffuse to chamber B. Let us try to find the equilibrium of that situation.
We need to keep track of the different ions and label the ions in the two chambers.
Let niA be the number density of charged ions of species i added or removed from
the system in chamber A. In the same way let niB be the number density of ions of
species i in chamber B. To obtain equilibrium the electrochemical potentials must be
equal for each chamber [65, 59]

µiA = µiB

µ

°
iA + kBT ln(niA) + ei�Â = µ

°
iB + kBT ln(niB), (3.28)

where µiA and µiB is the chemical potential in chamber A and B respectively. µ

°
iB are

the standard chemical potentials. The second term in equation 3.28 describes the
translational entropic contribution. The last term describes the electric contribution
in terms of the potential difference �Â between A and B with charge ei of species i.
From the equation above, we obtain following [59]:

niA = niB exp

3
≠ei�Â

kBT

4
. (3.29)

The charge neutrality condition leads to n-B = n+B with i = +, ≠ for positively and
negatively charged ions in chamber B which we denote nB and get

n+A = nB exp

3
≠e0�Â

kBT

4
, n≠A = nB exp

3
e0�Â

kBT

4
(3.30)

where e0 is the positive charge of monovalent ions. In the other chamber A the
charge neutral condition leads to

n+A = n≠A + gc, (3.31)
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if we assume the polymer to be negatively charged. By multiplying the two equa-
tions in equation 3.30 one obtains n+An≠A = nB

2 and by using the neutral charge
condition equation 3.31, a quadratic equation is obtained

n

2
B

n

2
B

=

n

2
B

(n≠A + (gc))n≠A
… n

2
≠A + (gc)n≠A ≠ nB

2
= 0, (3.32)

which has the solutions

n≠A =

1

2

3
≠gc ±

Ò
(gc)

2
+ (2nB)

2
4

, (3.33)

where the negative square root is nonphysical (we cannot have negative number
density). Hence, the osmotic pressure difference of the two chambers is given by
[65, 59]:

�� = kBT (n+A + n≠A ≠ 2nB)

= kBT

3Ò
(gc)

2
+ (2nB)

2 ≠ 2nB

4
. (3.34)

This equilibrium solution is called the Donnan equilibrium [65, 59]. Later in section
3.3.2 we will see how the Donnan equilibrium can be used to describe the swelling of
polyelectrolyte gels. If gc

2nB
∫ 1 then �� æ kBTgc corresponding to the counter-ions

behaving as a free ideal gas as in equation 3.27, and only a small amount of salt is
added in chamber B relative to the amount of charged monomer in chamber A. On
the other hand, if gc

2nB
π 1, the ideal gas approximation of the counter-ions will not

work any more as seen in equation 3.34. But by expanding in gc
2nB

about zero we
get

�� = 2kBTnB

Q

a
Û3

gc

2nB

42
+ 1 ≠ 1

R

b

ƒ 2kBTnB

A

1 +

1

2

3
gc

2nB

42
≠ 1

B

= kBT

(gc)

2

4nB
, (3.35)

meaning that the osmotic pressure decreases when salt is present and consequently
the polymer contracts or collapses [63, 66]. Notice, that the expression corresponds
to a second order correction as well.

Electrostatic Excluded Volume

Donnan equilibrium leads to decrease in the osmotic pressure when the counter-ion
concentration becomes very high in the surrounding of a polyelectrolyte as described
in previous section. But how does that change the equilibrium size of the poly-
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electrolyte? In section 3.2.1 we saw when disregarding counter-ions that a weakly
charged polyelectrolyte was stretched and linear. The counter-ions in the solution
are expected to have some screening effects and here we will try to incorporate
these screenings effect in an electrostatic excluded volume and from this approximate
an equilibrium length of a polyelectrolyte in high counter-ion concentration. The
counter-ions will be handled as an ionic gas. It is not possible to virial expand for
charged gas because the long range coulomb forces will result in a diverging virial
coefficient, equation 3.14. Instead one can find the electrostatic potential of such an
ionic gas by the distributions of the ions based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
[67]:

Ò2
Â = e

q
B zBnB

‘0‘r
, (3.36)

where Â is the electrical potential, zB is a positive or negative integer and e is the
positive elementary charge such that zBe is the net charge of the ion and nB is the
number density of counter-ions, which is assumed to be Boltzmann distributed:

nB = nB0e

≠zBeÂ
kBT

, (3.37)

where coefficient of proportionality is set to equal to the average number density
nB0.
Unfortunately, the equation is non-linear. However, by assuming the gas is diluted
such that a charge, which "feels" its own cloud, has a small electrical potential
energy zBeÂ compared to the thermal energy, kBT , this allows for linearizing of the
exponential function in the Boltzmann distribution. In this special situation the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation takes the form [67]:

Ò2
Â ≠ Ÿ

2
Â = 0 (3.38)

where

Ÿ

2
=

e

2

‘0‘rkBT

ÿ

B
zB

2
nB0. (3.39)

The gas cloud is further assumed to be spherically symmetric, thereby we can obtain
a spherically symmetric solution to the differential equation [67]

1

r

2
d
dr

3
r

2 dÂ

dr

4
= Ÿ

2
Â ∆ Â Ã e

≠Ÿr

r

. (3.40)

where r is radial distance from a test ion. Now, take a test ion i with charge zie

and assume all particles as point charges. Then we expect that the electric potential
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should converge to the Coulomb potential as r becomes small while for r æ Œ we
expect the electrical potential to vanish. This leads to the following solution:

Â =

ezi

4fi‘0‘r

e

≠Ÿr

r

, (3.41)

This potential is called Debye-Hückel potential or Screened Coulomb potential. We
observe that this long range potential is exponential damped and the damping
is caused by all the correlations between the ions in the cloud which screen the
potential from test ion i. Ÿ

≠1
= ⁄D is called the Debye length or the electrostatic

screening length since it defines the size of the ion cloud [67].
Now, take a polyelectrolyte in a solution with high counter-ion density (looking like
figure 3.6 (B)). Charged monomers gc of the polyelectrolyte will interact coulombic,
but with counter-ions in the vicinity, screening effects come into play. Let us try
to estimate a electrostaic volume by using the result of Donnan equilibrium in the
limit of large nB, where the second order correction to omostic pressure is given by
equation 3.35

1
�� = kBT

(gc)2

4nB

2
. In the language of virial theory it follows that:

1

2

B2kBTc

2
= kBT

(gc)

2

4nB
… B2 =

g

2

2nB
, (3.42)

where B2 is the second virial coefficient and hence the excluded volume. The
screening length is caused by the counter-ions and not the fixed ions, and since we
have 2nB ions in chamber B, the Debye length, equation 3.39, can be written as
⁄

≠2
D = 8filBnB, if we use the definition of the Bjerrum length again. Hence we obtain

an electrostatic excluded volume

B2 = 4filB⁄D
2
g

2
, (3.43)

which has dimension of volume and depends on two length scales, the Bjerrum
length and the Debye length. The free energy of a polyelectrolyte in a solution of
high salt concentration can in Flory-style, analogeous to equation 3.18, be written
as

�F ƒ kBT

Na

2 R

2
+ kBT4filB⁄D

2
g

2 (gN)

2

R

3 (3.44)

and as usual by minimizing free energy we end up with equilibrium size:

R = aDHN

3/5 (3.45)

with aDH = a

2/5
(4filB⁄D

2
g

2
)

1/5. This polyelctrolyte in very salty solvent behaves
as a real chain. Compared to Relectro of a polyelectrolyte in salt-free solution, the
polylectrolyte contracts when lot of salt is added to the solution.
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3.3 Networking
A Polymer gel is a network of molecular chains and a solvent which form a rubber-like
substance, but unlike rubber, gels can change volume by expelling or recovering
solvent under different circumstances [68]. This has made polymer gels useful in
industry, for example diapers contain a polyelectrolyte gel which swell and absorb
urine. Further, polymer gel material can have a wide range of properties. This
may best be illustrated in the biological world where the viscous slime mucus is a
gelation of glycoproteins and Vitrous humour is a clear gelatinous gel that fills the
space between the lens and retina of the eyeball. There are also lot of examples of
edible gels or jellies. The unbranched polysaccharide Agar obtained from algae has
excellent gelling properties which is commonly used in the Asien kitchen. In relation
to jellyfish some of the mesoglea properties may be explained as gel properties, and
preparation technique may have something to do with how gels expel and recover
solvent.

Fortunately, as we shall see in this section, many of the properties of gels are
retained from the description of the polymer. First part of this section deals with
neutral polymer gels based on de Gennes formulation of Flory theory of gels [69].
Subsequently we shall modify the theory to describe polyelectrolyte gels based on
the work done by Barrat, Joanny and Pincus [70]. This will hopefully lead to a better
understanding of jellyfish gel and how it behaves.
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3.3.1 Flory Theory of Gels

Fig. 3.7.: Lattice model of diluted polymer solu-
tion. Cross and bolds symbolize solvent
and monomers respectively.

Here we will consider an electrically
neutral polymer gels in good sol-
vent. Until now we have been fo-
cusing on a single polymer, initially
we will start describing a diluted so-
lution of polymers in a solvent. It
turns out to be appropriate to de-
scribe a polymer solution on a lat-
tice familiar to RW and SAW models
in section 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, see fig-
ure 3.7. Let N be the number of
monomers pr. chain, „, be the vol-
ume fraction of sites occupied by
monomers and the concentration of
monomers pr. volume be c such that
„ = ca

3. 1≠„ is thereby the volume
fraction of solvent. Hence we can
write the well-known mean field theory Flory-Huggins for the free energy of mixing
pr. site as [71]

�Fsites

kBT

= ‰„(1 ≠ „) +

5
„

N

ln „ + (1 ≠ „) ln(1 ≠ „)

6
, (3.46)

where „/N is chain concentration in dimensionless units and ‰ is the interaction
parameter describing the interaction between solvent and monomer, as discussed in
section 3.1.3 in connection to the excluded volume effects. The first term in equation
3.46 describes the interactions of monomer and solvent, while the last two terms
describe the translation entropy of the chains and solvent respectively. Under good
solvent conditions the polymers will try to mix with the solvent uniformly creating
an osmotic pressure which can be formulated as9 [71]
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= ≠ ˆ
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2

(1 ≠ 2‰) „

2
. (3.49)

9use Ftotal = �FsitesNsites = �FsitesV/a3 = FsitesNm/„, where Nsites = V/a3 is the number of sites and
Nm is the number of monomers. Substitute V = Nma3/„ and use chain rule for differentiating.
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Fig. 3.8.: Shows the transformation from diluted polymer solution to semi-diltuted frame-
work. From left to right the monomer concentration per volume increase. Left:
diluted polymer solution, which can be seen as a ideal gas of hard spheres. Middle:
at overlap concentration, where spheres start to overlap. Right: above overlap
concentration and gelation can occur.

Fig. 3.9: A look inside a gel.
Cross-linking has
occurred. Right:
example of a phys-
ical cross-link as a
helix structure.

where the last step is a Taylor expansion. If the solution is very dilute corresponding
to „ æ 0, we end up with the ideal gas law � = kBTc/N , where c/N is the number
of chains pr. volume10. In section 3.1.3 it was shown that an electrically neutral
polymer can be approximated as a sphere of size RF. The polymers will tend to repel
each other due to the entropy which creates a positive osmotic pressure. Hence a
diluted polymer solution can be described as an ideal gas of hard spheres of size RF

as illustrated in figure 3.8. If the monomer concentration pr. volume c increases, at
some point the hard spheres will overlap. This concentration is denoted the overlap
threshold, c

ú. Even though the polymers still avoid each other, they are forced to be
in contact at the overlap concentration and cross-links between the chains occur and
a gel is formed. These cross-links can be formed by chemical reactions or physical
coiling as sketched in figure 3.9. In the situation c

ú
< c the polymer solution is said

to be semi-dilute, see figure 3.8, this statement of gelation is also known as The c

ú

theorem [69].

10In continuation of the discussion in section 3.2.2 one can observe more clearly, that the contribution
of osmotic pressure created by the ions is much bigger than created by the polymers.
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In the semi-dilute regime the above Flory-Huggins theory takes another form when
a network is produced. The translation entropy of the chains can be ignored as the
chains will be more or less fixed, while a modified osmotic pressure still acts on
the system. The osmotic pressure applies forces to the polymers in a cross-linked
system and tends to stretch the polymers. This results in an elastic response as in the
isolated polymers, which is described by equation 3.9. Now let N be fixed average
numbers of monomers between each link and R be the distance between links. The
modified Flory-Huggins theory is then given by [69]:

�Fsites

kBT

= ‰„(1 ≠ „) + (1 ≠ „) ln(1 ≠ „) + Q

3R

2

2Na

2
„

N

, (3.50)

where the last term describes the entropic elasticity. Q is a numerical parameter
depending on the preparation conditions of the gel. From this follows that there
must be two contributions to the total osmotic pressure - the osmotic pressure due to
the mixing of solvent and polymer, �osm, and the elastic contribution, �el. The gel is
in mechanical equilibrium when the two contributions balance each other out:

� = �osm + �el
≠≠≠≠æ
equilibrium 0. (3.51)

(�osma

3
)/(kBT ) can be estimated by following the same procedure as equation

3.47-3.49, but (of course) ignoring the entropic translational term of the chains. One
will end up with �osm ¥ 1

2(1≠2‰)„

2 under semi-dilute conditions. When calculating
the elastic contribution one should be careful since R depends on „, „ = ca

3
=

Na3

R3 .
This yields
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= ≠Q

„

1/3

N

4/3 , (3.53)

where the elastic free energy pr. site is F

el
sites/(kBT ) = Q

3R2

2Na2
„
N similar to last term

in equation 3.50. This gives us from equation 3.51:
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kBT

=

1
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(1 ≠ 2‰)„

2 ≠ Q

„

1/3

N

4/3
≠≠≠≠æ
equilibrium 0 (3.54)

and determine the equilibrium size

R =

1

2Q

(1 ≠ 2‰)aN

3/5 (3.55)

= āN

3/5
, (3.56)

where ā =

1
2Q(1≠2‰)a is a new effective Kuhn length/lattice length. This shows that

the distance between the cross-links scale as RF of a real chain and this size will be
denoted mesh radius. Remember, the Flory calculations of a real polymer in section
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3.1.3 was qualitatively wrong due to the overestimated elasticity and disregarded
correlations of monomers, but the calculations were quantitatively true because the
two big errors surprisingly cancel each other out. The same can be said about Flory
theory of gels [69].

Equation 3.54 shows how the swelling equilibrium of an electrically neutral gel is a
competition between the excluded volume effects (the first term) and elasticity of
the chains (the second term). Note also, the impact of the interactions parameter,
‰ in the osmotic balance. If the gel is immersed in a good solvent we have ‰ <

1
2 ,

the osmotic contribution, �osm, is positive and the gel swells, since the polymer still
minimizes its energy by mixing with the solvent. As ‰ æ 1

2 the contribution becomes
less and less and the gel begins to contract until ‰ >

1
2 and the osmotic pressure

becomes negative. Hence, under poor solvent condition the gel collapses, because
the polymer-polymer contact is preferred over polymer-solvent contact [69]. This
collapse property by changing the quality of the solvent may become very important
in the discussion of jellyfish preparation.

The phenomenon of gel collapse is almost split into two phases - a solvent phase
and a collapsed network phase in line with spinodal decomposition [72]. This is also
called syneresis and can be mapped as seen in figure 3.10 according to [69]. The
black line describes stable phases, the dashed line is the spinodal curve which, in
short, describes when a system becomes unstable [72]. The area between the two
curves are metastable phases and the area under spinodal curve is unstable phases.
Hence a change in solvent properties of the system can take it from a stable phase
to an unstable phase where the system splits into two stable phases in line with
above discussion. However, figure 3.10 actually shows that the solvent does not
need necessarily to be poor (‰ > 1/2) to reach gel collapse. If R is sufficiently large
and ‰ π 1/2, then by changing the solvent quality to ‰ < 1/2 (still a good solvent,
but a bit larger) the spinodal curve can be reached and the gel collapses under good
solvent conditions! [69, 72]. In the next section we will have a look on how the
equilibrium swelling changes for polylectrolyte gels and how ions and pH of the
solvent plays an important role.
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Fig. 3.10.: Spinodal decomposition of a polymer gel. Green area corresponds to good
solvent conditions and red area corresponds to poor solvent conditions. Black
curve describes equilibrium phase and dotted line describes spinodal curve.
Gray area in between the two curves correspond to metastable phases. Out
of the first axis is R/a and out of the second axis is 1 ≠ 2‰. Left: We start in
equilibrium phase and lower the interactions parameter, at some point we reach
both spinodal curve and poor solvent conditions resulting collapse of the gel
(follow yellow arrow). Right: If R is sufficiently large the spinodal curve can
be reached just by small perturbation of ‰ and the system can collapse even in
good solvent condition (follow yellow area).

3.3.2 Polyelectrolyte Gel

Polyelectrolyte gel is a network composed of polyelectrolytes and solvent. We
have already seen that when polymers get charged their properties change and
counter-ions plays a crucial role. In a similar way, the gel changes properties when it
becomes ionic, however, the estabilshed formalism of polyelcetrolytes and neutral
polymer gels can still be used.

Polyelectrolyte Gel in Salt-Free Solution

Consider a polyelectrolyte gel under the very ideal condition where we are allowed to
ignore excluded volume effects and added salts effects, such that the only interactions
which are present are coulombic. The polyelectrolyte gel is kept in a volume much
larger than itself, and due to the electroneutrality condition the counter-ions will be
captured inside the gel. Let N and R be the number of monomers and length between
cross-links respectively. The charge fraction is denoted f and is restricted to be below
the Manning condensation threshold, thus the counter-ions behave as an ideal gas
as discussed in section 3.2.2. Because the number of free counter-ions is larger
than the number of polymers (Nc < NcNf , where Nc is the number of chains) the
osmotic pressure is dominated by the ideal gas pressure of the counter-ions discussed
in relation to Donnan equilibrium, hence �

ideal
osm = kBTf(N/R

3
), where fN/R

3 is
the charged monomer concentration, which equals the counter-ion concentration.
Similar to the situation of the neutral polymer gel, the polyelectrolyte gel will have
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Fig. 3.11: stretched polyelectrolyte gel in
salt-free solution. The mesh size
scales as a single polyelctrolyte
in salt-free solution.

an elastic response due to osmotic pressure of the counter-ions. This negative
pressure can be estimated as equation 3.53. Hence the osmotic swelling equilibrium
is obtained [70]

a

3
�

kBT

=

a

3
�

ideal
osm

kBT

+

a

3
�el

kBT

= f„ ≠ Q

„

1/3

N

4/3
≠≠≠≠æ
equilibrium 0, (3.57)

where Q still is a numerical parameter and the relation „ = Na

3
/R

3 is used again.
The mesh size follows by simple isolation of R in equation 3.57[70]

R ƒ f

1/2
a

2

Q

N. (3.58)

The linearity in N shows that the segments between the cross-links are strongly
stretched! See figure 3.11. This is comparable to the equilibrium size of a single
polyelectrolyte in salt free solution Relectro in equation 3.21, which also is rod-like.
However, there exists a qualitative difference of the two results. The stretch of
the polyelectrolyte originates from the Coulomb interactions of the monomers, and
hence depends also on the Bjerrum length lB. Stretching of the polyelectrolyte
gel originates not from the Coulomb interaction of the monomers, but from the
Coulomb interactions that force the counter-ions to stay inside the gel. It is this
Donnan osmotic pressure caused by counter-ions that stretches the segments of the
polyelectrolyte gel. Further, due to different f -dependencies of the two equations
3.21 and 3.58, it can be observed that as long as f π 1 the stretching of the gel
will be larger than the stretching of the polyelectrolyte chain. This is in contrast to
the neutral polymer gel which have the same mesh size as an isolated ideal chain
[70].
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Polyelectrolyte Gel in Salt Solution

When we add salt to the solvent the gel is immersed in the situation changes and
a Donnan equilibrium arises as described for a single polyelectrolyte. Remember,
when calculating Donnan equilibrium one can ignore the contribution to the osmotic
pressure from the polyelectrolytes them self, hence the same result is obtained
whether it is calculated for a single polyelectrolyte or a semi-diluted polyelectrolyte
solution. However, one does not need an "artificial" semi-permeable membrane as
in figure 3.12, because a gel curiously is its own semi-permeable membrane [73].
The situation of the Donnan equilibrium of a polyelectrolyte gel is sketched in figure
3.12. If we only add a tiny amount of salt the ideal gas pressure of the counter ions
is recovered as we also observed in the discussion about the Donnan equilibrium,
then the situation is more or less the same as in the salt-free solvent. But if we add
a much larger amount of salt than counter-ions trapped in the gel, we reach the
Donnan equilibrium approximated in equation 3.35. The elasticity contribution is
still the same. Hence, swelling equilibrium of a polyelectrolyte gel in salt solution
takes the form [70]:

a

3
�

kBT

=

a

3
�Donnan

kBT

+

a

3
�el

kBT

=

f

2

4nB

„

2

a

3 ≠ Q

„

1/3

N

4/3
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equilibrium 0, (3.59)

which yields

R ƒ
A

a

2

4Qn

B1/5
f

2/5
N

3/5 (3.60)

= af

2/5
N

3/5
, (3.61)

where a =

1
a2

4Qn

21/5
. The mesh size R of a polyelectrolyte gel contracts as a large

amount of salt is added to the solvent [70], this is due to the lower osmotic pressure
caused by the Donnan equilibrium. Note that the mesh size R in this case scales
as the equilibrium radius of a polyelectrolyte with electrostatic excluded volume,
equation 3.45 and the real chain equation 3.19.
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Fig. 3.12.: Simple sketch of equilibrium swelling of polyelectrolyte gel. Left: a gel is its
own semi-permeable membrane symbolized by dashed circle. The swelling
equilibrium is a competition between osmosis and elasticity. Middle: In salt-free
solution a polyelectrolyte gel swell due to osmotic pressure caused by trapped
counter-ions in the gel. Right: When salt is added the gel contract because of
lower osmotic pressure with respect to Donnan equilibrium.
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pH and Solvent E�ects of Polyelectrolyte Gel

It has been shown that not only salt effects play a role for polymer networks, but
also ionization plays a key role with regard to gel collapse [74]. For neutral polymer
networks a gel collapse can be triggered by changing the interaction parameter
according to the above discussion about spinodal decomposition, however for an
ionic gel the role of charges must be considered in the model. This has been carried
out by Tanaka et al. (1980) [74] and the following discussion will be based on this
description of phase transitions in ionic gels.
The ionization of polyelectrolytes is controlled by pH of the solvent and solvent
itself, for instance when pH is below the isoelectrical point of the polyelectrolyte,
the polyelectrolyte becomes positively charged. Also if the dielectric constant of the
solvent is lowered the polyelectrolyte becomes less charged. Hence a discussion
about ionization degree is implicitly a discussion about pH and solvent effects.
The theory of phase transition of ionic gel takes its starting point with a Flory-
Huggins-like formulation of free energy as expressed in equation 3.50 for a neutral
network. The main difference of a neutral and a charged network is not caused by
fixed charges of the polyelectrolytes, but has do with the osmotic pressure caused by
counter-ions trapped in the gel. It therefore seems acceptable to describe free energy
of an ionic gel by adding an extra counter-ion contribution to the Flory-Huggins the-
ory, and from that derive the total osmotic pressure similar to previous calculations.
This is expressed by Tanaka et al. (1980) as [74]:
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(3.62)

where „0 is the volume fraction of a network formed by ideal polymer chains such
that „0 =

Na3

R03 =

Na3

(Na2)3/2 =

1
N1/2 and „0

N describes the chain concentration in
dimensionless units with random walk conditions as N is the number of monomers
per chain. The relation „

„0
describes the state of the gel, for large values

1
„
„0

> 1

2
the

gel is collapsed and the monomer concentration is increased. For small values the
opposite situation holds, and the gel is swelled with a low monomer concentration.
The first bracket of the above equation corresponds to Flory-Huggins theory when
ignoring translation entropy of chains. The interaction parameter ‰, is expressed in
terms of free energy change associated with formation of contact between polymers,
�F [74]. The first term of the second bracket describes the until now omitted
entropic contributions of network vertices [73]. Network vertices mix uniformly
with solvent resulting in this entropic contribution. However, when the gel is swelled
and N is assumed to be large, the concentration of vertices becomes very small
and it is fair to ignore this entropic contribution. But when the gel collapses the
vertex concentration increases and the entropic contribution must be retained in
the model. The vertex contribution is assumed similar to an ideal gas contribution,
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i.e. proportional to the vertex concentration and it is what this term expresses. The
second term of the second bracket describes the elasticity of chain segments as in
equation 3.5311, for simplification the factor Q is ignored. Last bracket is the ideal
osmotic gas contribution from the counter ions, where f is the charges per chain.
Letting � æ 0 we obtain the following expression for the interaction parameter at
equilibrium12
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In last line a taylor approximation 2
„2 ln(1≠„) = ≠ 2

„ ≠1≠ 2
3„+O(„

3
) has been used.

In order to obtain a better understanding of how the network swelling, „
„0

, depends
on different parameters in this complicated expression, the reduced temperature
1 ≠ �F

kBT is replaced by the following definitions:
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Here t is the reduced temperature, S is a definition depending on material properties
and strongly depends on the charge fraction, f , of the network while fl mainly
describes the swelling. With these definitions the swelling equilibrium can be
expressed as follows [74] (see appendix A for detailed calculation):

t = S
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3

fl. (3.67)

fl as a function of S for different constant t values are shown in figure 3.13. The
plots show that as S increases (notice logarithmic scale) fl increases as well implying
that ionization of the polymer network results in a larger collapse, when the gel
collapses.
In addition, plots of fl as a function of t for different constant values of S are shown in
figure 3.14. fl decreases as t increases and this shows how the gel collapse becomes
larger as the solvent becomes poorer for small t.
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12unlike the original paper [74] a minus is obtained in equation 3.63
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Fig. 3.13.: Gel collapse dependency on ionization of the polymers. fl as a function of S for
different constant t values. As S increases fl increases as well, indicating how a
change in pH can trigger a large gel collapse.
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Fig. 3.14.: Gel collapse dependency on solvent quality. fl as a function of t for different
constant S values. As t increases fl decreases, indicating that poor solvent quality
causes gel collapse.
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Estimation of Gel Elasticity

According to de Gennes the elastic modulus for a neutral polymer network is given
by [69]:

E = „

ˆ�

ˆ„

, (3.68)

where E is the elastic modulus, „ the volume fraction of monomers and � is the
osmotic pressure. Taking as a starting point the the Flory-Huggins equation 3.54 for
neutral polymer network, we obtain:
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where ˜

E is a dimensionless elastic modulus. Using the equilibrium condition � = 0

which implies 1
2 (1 ≠ 2‰) „

2 ƒ „1/3

N4/3 we finally obtain the following simple expression
for the elastic constant:

E ƒ kBT
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3 , (3.70)

where the relations „

1/3
=

N1/3a
R and R

2
0 = Na

2 have been used, hence the estimate
is valid for random walk behavior of chain segments and for small „. The elastic
modulus of mesoglea from a hydromedusa (Polyorchis penicillatus) has been mea-
sured to be around 350 Pa [25]. Using equation 3.70 this corresponds to a mesh size
of around 20 nm of the gel network which is a factor of 200 below the mesh size
found in SEM micrographs [24] and way below the optical resolution of microscopy
techniques used in this thesis.

The above estimate does not take into account the ionization of the network. To
incorporate this in the elastic modulus we use Tanaka et al. model (1980) [74].
Making each term in equation 3.62, dependent on „

„0
by multiplying with „0

„0
the

equation takes a polynomial form:
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and the elastic modulus can be expressed as:
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The equations 3.71 and 3.72 can be solved numerically at equilibrium, i.e. ˜

�. Var-
ious solutions are plotted in figure 3.15 for „0 = 0.1 and N = 100. The plot is
in agreement with Tanaka et al. (1980) [74]. In the regime for �F > ≠1 there
exists only one equilibrium solution. But as �F decreases regimes with two or
three equilibrium solutions appear. However, for a stable solution we require ˜

E > 0.
For each solution the corresponding elastic modulus is calculated from equation
3.72. In figure 3.15 this is mapped with colors, all orange solutions have ˜

E < 0 and
are therefore unstable. For solutions with ˜

E > 0 the values of the elastic modulus
correspond to the color scale mapped in figure 3.15 which shows a general tendency:
as „

„0
increases the elastic modulus increases as well, and for large gel collapse the

elastic modulus increases dramatically.
This could be a simple explanation of the general observation that during preserva-
tion jellyfish become much stiffer and rubber-like . Further, this may also be a way to
explain, why a jellyfish becomes "harder" (and therefore easier to cut into thin slices)
when immersed into formalin, as formalin is expected to lower solvent quality.
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3.4 Tanning
As described earlier, jellyfish mesoglea is structured by collagen among other macro-
molecules and interestingly collagen, has the ability to interact with metal salts in
many ways, for example collagen can harden in interaction with calcium salt as
observed in bones. Further, many heavy metals are observed to cross-link collagen
fibers which tend to modify the mechanical and chemical properties significantly.
The cross-links allow collagen to resist denaturation together with attacks from
enzymes and bacteria. This is used in tanning processes where hides are treated with
metal salts and undergo a transformation to a leather texture [75]. In the context
of jellyfish preparation this property of collagen is very interesting as the metal salt
alum (AlK(SO4)2) is used. Tanning with alum is actually the oldest tanning process
and has been known for at least 2000 years [75]. To prepare skin an aluminum
salt is added, but as pH decreases because of the presence of aluminum, the skin
starts to swell [75]. Polyelectrolyte theory explains the skin swelling when pH is
lowered as the collagens become positively charged which results in an osmotic
pressure caused by counter-ions as described in section 3.2.2. Aluminum ions cannot
bind to collagen under swelled conditions, but according to Donnan equilibrium
the osmotic pressure caused by counter-ions can be suppressed by adding salt and
this is actually what is done in a tanning process: salt (NaCl) is added in order to
repress swelling and thereby aluminum can be retained by collagen [75]. Aluminum
salts are not the only metals salt that posses tanning properties. It has been shown
that metals with radius 0.65-0.75 Å and 1.2-1.3 Å are preferentially retained by
collagen suggesting a size specific interaction [76]. It has further been reported that
aluminum-collagen interactions reduce the intramolecular mobility of collagen. This
is because aluminum (III) can substitute water in hydrophilic area of collagen which
indicates that aluminum (III) cross-links the individual peptide chains of collagen
[77, 78]. This agrees with the phenomenon of size specific requirement of tanning
ions: if the size is too large the ion cannot be incorporated and if it is too small it
cannot form cross-links. The most used tanning salt to day is chromium sulphate
(Cr2(SO4)3) while iron salts are also used, both Fe3+, Fe2+ and Cr3+ have radius
favored by collagen [79, 76]. The tanning effect shows similarities to the so-called
Hofmeister effect, which is a series of ions that either stabilize or denature protein
structures [75, 80]
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4Materials and Methods

„You did not kill the fish only to keep alive and to
sell for food, he thought. You killed him for pride
and because you are a fisherman.

— Ernest Hemingway
The Old Man and The Sea

THE methods used for gastrophysical investigation of jellyfish in this thesis, can
be divided into three main parts. The first part, Jellyfish Collection, describes
how to collect and keep jellyfish. The second part, Jellyfish explored by Mi-

croscope Techniques, describes microscope techniques used to study the architecture
of jellyfish and the third part, Physicochemical Investigation of Jellyfish, describes
various physicochemical experiments used for study of mesoglea gel-behavior and
jellyfish preservation process.
If nothing else is mentioned all chemical components where purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich, Denmark.

Fig. 4.1.: Map of Denmark showing where jellyfish are collected. Jellyfish are collected in
Kjølstrup and Fynshoved respectively.
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4.1 Jellyfish Collection

Collection of jellyfish could sound like a simple task, but this turns out to be very
wrong! As many things here in life - when you dont want it, you can get it, but when
you need it the most, you cant get it. The jellyfish are no exception. However, in
cooperation with The Marine Biological Research Centre in Kerteminde it has been
possible to have a steady collection of jellyfish.
All small jellyfish (diameter < 10 cm) were collected at Kertinge Nor, Kjølstrup, near
Kerteminde, Denmark, see map in figure 4.1. By walking in the Fjord wearing waders
and equipped with a small fishing net and a 10 L bucket, the jellyfish collection was
performed and each jellyfish was caught gently to avoid damage. To avoid turbulence
of water during transport the bucket was filled with sea water. In addition, the
density of jellyfish in the bucket should be balanced.

Fig. 4.2.: Sometimes one has to gaze at the sea for very long periods of time to find jellyfish.
Left: Jellyfish collection in South Korea with National Fisheries Research and
Development Institute (NFRDI). The photo is from the author’s travel to South
Korea to visit NFRDI. Right: Jellyfish collection near Fynshoved from a dinghy.
Jellyfish can be difficult to reach as they tend to swim deep from time to time.

The jellyfish were then kept at ≥5

¶C in a 10 L bucket refilled with biofiltered sea
water (delivered by The Marine Biological Research Centre) with a slow rate of air
bubbles created by an aquarium pump (RENA 101) to aerate properly. If too many
air bubbles are present in the bucket, holes in the mesoglea gradually develop after
a few days [81]. The jellyfish were stored for a maximum 3 weeks and they were
not fed during this period.
Large jellyfish (diameter > 10 cm) were collected from a sailboat (or occasionally a
dinghy) at Fynshoved, see map figure 4.1. A fine-meshed fishing net was used to
avoid scratches of the gel. The rod of the fishing net was preferably 3 m long and
made out of carbon fibre to prevent bending. Large jellyfish were handled in the
same way as small jellyfish. However, it was only possible to keep the large jellyfish
alive for one or two days.
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4.2 Jellyfish Explored by Optical Microscope
Techniques

In this section we describe different microscope techniques used for exploring
jellyfish both when they are alive and when they are prepared as food.

4.2.1 Di�erential Interference Contrast (DIC) and Bright-field
Microscopy

Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy is a microscopy technique which
enhances contrast of non-stained specimens and is therefore commonly used for
imaging living biological samples. The experimental set-up is sketched in figure 4.3.
In brief, the enhance of contrast is caused by interference that depends on different
optical path ways of light through the specimen. This is achieved by polarizing
light from the microscope lamp before it enters a Wollaston prism which is two
combined orthogonal calcite prisms that can separate the light into two rays. The
separated rays are focused through the condenser such they transmit at adjoining
points. The specimen varies in refractive index and thickness and therefore the rays
travel differently through the specimen causing a phase change relative to each other.
After passing through the specimen the parallel beams are focused by an objective
lens at a second Wollaston Prism which recombines perpendicular polarized light.
Finally, light enters a second polarizer (analyzer) making it possible to obtain light
that is phase changed according to different optical paths through the specimen and
further the second polarizer stops light that just passes through the specimen, hence
an image with brighter and darker areas is generated due to different optical paths
of the specimen [82].

All the jellyfish imaged with DIC (Nikon TI Eclipse Wide field) were small (<10 cm)
and alive during the imaging. They were not sliced in order to see the architecture
as undisturbed as possible. Jellyfish were mounted in microscope dishes with
glass bottom (µ-Dish, Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany) and thus only viewed in the
z≠direction as defined in figure 4.6. To obtain bright-field images of jellyfish the
same set-up was used but without the Wollaston prisms and the polarizers.

4.2.2 Two-Photon Excitation Microscopy

Contrary to DIC, Two-photon excitation microscopy (TPE) use fluorescence and
allows for in depth imaging of specimen (≥ 1 mm) with the ability to make optical
slices. Traditionally, fluorescence imaging technique uses single photons to excite
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Fig. 4.3: Schematic presentation of
DIC set-up ( Nikon TI Eclipse
Wide field). The two polar-
izers stop light that passes
unaffected through the sys-
tem as illustrated in upper
right corner. The two Wol-
laston Prism split and recom-
bines light into two beams
and this allows for interfer-
ence due to different opti-
cal paths way of the speci-
men. For Bright-field imag-
ing the prism and the polar-
izers are removed. Signal is
obtained by zyla camera (An-
dor, Belfast Ireland).

fluorescence molecules to a higher energy level. Consequently, the excited molecule
relaxes to a lower energy state and emits a photon of lower energy than the incom-
ing/exciting photon. In general, fluorescent molecules used for biological specimen
absorb light in UV region, which unfortunately can damage the specimen by the
relative high energy. Instead of exciting fluorophores with one photon, TPE excites
with two lower-energy photons, which together deliver the needed energy. The
result is less damage and the opportunity for imaging deep inside the sample while
acquiring optical sections [83]. See figure 4.4 to get an overview of the experimental
set-up of TPE (Nikon TI Eclipse two-photon microscope). 3 different lenses were
used: Nikon plan Apo VC 20x/0.75, Nikon S Plan Fluor ELWD 40x/0.60 and Nikon
plan Apo VC 60x/1.20 WI. Laser wavelength was 770 nm.

Eosin Y (purchased from Merck Millipore, 0.5 % aqueous) was used to label the
sample, which stains charged proteins such as elastin, collagen and proteins in
cytoplasm[84]. The molecular structure, absorption, and emission spectrum are
shown in figure 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4.: Schematic presentation of two photon excitation set-up (Nikon TI Eclipse two-
photon microscope). A ultrashort pulse laser is used (femtoseconds) to enhance
the probability for two-photon excitation, 770 nm wavelength was observed to
give the best intensity. Laser light (line with arrow) enters x and y mirrors which
make it possible by fast rotations to scan the laser over the sample in x and y

direction, to do this properly a scan lens and tube lens is needed. Laser light
passing through a dichroic mirror that transmits light above 700 nm and reflects
light below 700 nm wavelength and then a mirror is placed to reflect laser light
into the objective and to the specimen, where eosin Y is excited. The fluorescent
light travels back through the objective lens and is reflected in the mirror back
to the dichroic mirror, where it is reflected further again, since the wavelength
of fluorescent light of eosin Y is below 700 nm. Afterwards the fluorescent light
enters a short pass filter, that transmits light below 700 nm and stops light above
700 nm. In that way, we ensure that laser light does not enter the detector. Finally,
the fluorescent light travels through a filter 520/35 nm to ensure fluorescent
wavelength is detected by photomultiplier tube (PMT). In the middle of the figure
is the absorption and emission spectrum of eosin Y is sketched.
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Fig. 4.5.: Images of how jellyfish are mounted in a microscope dish with 3D printed stabilizer
(orange). The 3D printed stabilizer was printed by Allan Grønhøj Hansen.

To avoid movement of the living jellyfish during laser scanning all jellyfish were
anesthetized with ≥20 mg/mL MgSO4 [85]. Sea water was diluted with Milli
Q water and afterwards MgSO4 was added such that the final osmolarity was
comparable with sea water and the final concentration of MgSO4 was ≥20 mg/mL.
This solution is denoted Sleeping beauty water. To imaging collagen and elastin
structures, eosin Y (yellow/green fluorescence stain, see spectrum in figure 4.4)
was added to jellyfish with final concentration of the stain at 0.1 mM. Jellyfish were
left in sleeping beauty water with added eosin Y overnight at a platform shaker to
ensure properly staining and anesthetizing at ≥ 5

¶C. The next day control groups of
stained and anesthetized jellyfish were transferred to pure sea water and the day
after again, they were observed to pulse/swim, indicating that this treatment did
not change our system too much.
Stained and anesthetized jellyfish of suitable size (diameter . 4 cm) were mounted
in a microscope dish with glass bottom (µ-Dish) after being washed for 3 ◊ 2 min
in sleeping beauty water. The aboral side was placed against the microscope glass,
to avoid observing muscles which also are found to be collagenous. To overcome
the most intense sliding of the jellyfish gel, a jellyfish stabilizer was designed and 3D
printed in plastic. The stabilizer was made to fit into the microscope dish. When
experiments were running the dish was sealed with a cap to prevent evaporation
of water (a few drops of sleeping water were added to the jellyfish in the dish), see
figure 4.5.
For jellyfish larger than the microscope glass holder (diameter & 4 cm) we were
forced to interrupt the mesoglea additionally by slicing it (≥ 1 ◊ 2cm). Jellyfish
slicing was performed with scalpel (Microtome blade, Mx35Premier+, Thermo
Scientific) and the slices were mounted in same the way as smaller jellyfish.
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Fig. 4.7: Image of homemade glass con-
tainer. A jellyfish slice is
squeezed between to glass
plates (microscope slides), a
movable plastic block fixed the
jellyfish sample to maintain the
desired position, see illustration
in figure 4.8. A microscope
cover glass is glued at the bot-
tom. The whole container is iso-
lated with silicone to keep tight.

Fig. 4.6.: Shows how directions of the jellyfish were defined. Orthogonal direction from
subumbrella to aboral epithelium was defined as the z-direction. The r-direction
was the radial direction and t-direction was the tangential direction (orthogonal
to both z-direction and r-direction.)

When the jellyfish were cut, we defined the different directions as in figure 4.6.
To explore jellyfish architecture perpendicular to the aboral axis, t-direction, jelly-
fish slices were squashed in a homemade glass holder shown in figure 4.7. This
overcame the most dramatic sliding and maintained the jellyfish slice in the proper
position. Few drops of sleeping beauty water were added to the jellyfish slice and
the homemade glass holder was covered with parafilm to avoid evaporation of water.
A benefit of the glass holder design is that simply by turning it around, it allows to
see in a different direction of the jellyfish slice.
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Fig. 4.8.: Two different mountings of jellyfish. Left: jellyfish installed in microscope dish
with jellyfish stabilizer (orange). If the size of jellyfish was sufficient it was not
necessary to slice it for this set up. Optical slices was obtained by movements of
objective in z-directions. Right: jellyfish slice in a narrow glass container making
it possible to obtain images in t-direction.

To explore the architecture of salt prepared jellyfish, samples were rehydrated in Milli
Q water overnight after which volume, diameter and mass changes were measured.
Next, a small piece of jellyfish was cut and stained in 0.1 mM eosin Y in Milli Q and
left on a platform shaker overnight. The jellyfish samples were washed 3 ◊ 2 min.
before mounting it on a microscope slide, which was covered with microscope cover
glass and sealed with nail varnish.

Ethanol prepared jellyfish were stained during the preparation. In final ethanol bath
(see section 4.3.2) eosin Y was added, final concentration reached ≥0.1 mM. Hence
it was possible to image ethanol prepared jellyfish both when ethanol was present
as solvent and when the solvent was evaporated. The jellyfish were mounted on
microscope slides in the same way as the salted jellyfish.

4.3 Physicochemical Investigation of Jellyfish

4.3.1 Original Jellyfish Preparation with Alum

Jellyfish were prepared as food following a procedure based on suggestions from
National Fishery Research and Development Institute (NFRDI), Busan, South Korea
and preparation procedure explained in [4]. The specific procedure is described in
table 4.1.
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Tab. 4.1.: Original jellyfish preparation. The procedure was based on suggestions from
NFRDI [2] and [4]. Salt mixtures were prepared with sodium chloride (NaCl)
and alum (KAl(SO4)2), where alum made up 5 % and 2.5 % of the total weight
of two different salt mixtures respectively. The salt mixtures are added step-wise
and directly to the jellyfish without any solvent . The whole procedure takes
35 days where a dehydration period accounts for 2 weeks. During the whole
process the jellyfish were never washed! After the jellyfish have been through
the procedure they can be stored for at least 2 years [2].

Time [days] Activity Comments

0 add 95:5 NaCl-alum mixture 50 % of jellyfish weight is added
7 add 97.5:2.5 NaCl-alum mixture Extracted solvent is removed

21 Dehydration Extracted solvent is removed. No salt is added
35 Finish 1:1 weight NaCl is added for storage

Fig. 4.9.: Images of large jellyfish (>10cm) during jellyfish preparation process. These
jellyfish were produced for food and not for measurements (hence the big portion).
5 % alum salt mixture was added to bare jellyfish (no solvent was initially
present) and the following day solvent extracted from jellyfish is present in the
surroundings, which was removed prior to the addition of 2.5 % alum salt mixture.

In order to optimize controlled measurements all small jellyfish were prepared
individually in small boxes. Before preparation, jellyfish and water were brought
to room temperature. Initially, diameter, volume and mass of the jellyfish were
measured. The diameter is defined as illustrated in figure 4.10. The volumes
were measured as the difference in volume for some amount of water with and
without the jellyfish using a measuring cylinder. Further, the pH values of solvents
were measured with a electrode pH meter (744 pH meter, �Metrohm, Switzerland,
Heisau) and the osmolarity of solvents were measured with an osmometer (see
below). Afterwards the salt mixture was added to the bare jellyfish (no solvent
present). For each step in the procedure the change of diameter, volume and mass
of the jellyfish were measured respectively. If sufficient solvent was extracted from
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the jellyfish after one and three weeks, pH values were measured again and small
samples of the solvent were kept in Eppendorf tubes for later metal concentration
measurements. During the procedure jellyfish were stored in cool room ≥ 5

¶C and
only brought to room temperature for measurements.

Fig. 4.10.: Illustration of how the diameter of the jellyfish was measured. The diameter
was measured between two Rhopalia as illustrated. The average was taken of
two orthogonal diameters.

Measuring Osmolarity

Osmolarity is the measure of solute concentration, defined as osmole per kilogram
[Osm kg≠1]. Osmolarity of solvents and sea water were measured with a Cryscopic
Osmometer (OSMOMAT 030, Gonotec, Berlin, Germany). The osmometer measures
the osmolarity of the sample by freezing point depression. Pure water has a freezing
point at 0

¶C while a solution with 1 Osm kg≠1 sodium chloride has a freezing point
of ≠1.858

¶C, this means that one mol lowers the freezing point by 1.858

¶C [86]. A
15 µL sample is super cooled by a Peltier cooling system to a particular temperature
below the freezing point. In the meantime temperature measurements are obtained
electronically. A stainless needle (at same temperature as the sample) is injected
into the sample to provoke crystallization, hence ice forms and the temperature of
the sample rises to the freezing point. At freezing point the temperature is constant
until the whole sample is crystallized, then temperature starts to decrease again. The
osmolarity reading is taken at the point where the temperature begins to decrease
after freezing is completed [86].

Determination of Metal Concentrations

A classical way to measure concentration of a specific chemical element in a sample is
by Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) [87]. This method was used to determine
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the concentration of various metals used in the preparation of jellyfish. Samples of
extracted solvent from jellyfish and sea water were kept in Eppendorf tubes, and
were diluted sufficiently and subsequently measured. The specific metal concentra-
tion was determined with respect to corresponding standard curves and performed
by an atomic absorption spectrometer (Shimadzu AA 7000, ASC 7000 autosampler
and GFA 7000, Kyoto, Japan). All aluminum concentrations were measured by
Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP) conducted at the
Department of Biology, University of Southern Denmark.
Briefly, the principle of AAS makes use of different atoms’ ability to absorb charac-
teristic wavelengths. To determine the total metal concentrations the metal atoms
need to be free (released from bindings) and further be in the gas phase, hence the
sample needs to be atomized, which is done in a flame (≥ 2500

¶C). For example,
to measure sodium concentration a beam of light emitted from sodium (a sodium
lamp) is passed through the atomized gas, leading to an absorption spectrum. For
low concentrations the amount of light absorbed is proportional to the number of
sodium atoms (hence the need to dilute the samples) due to Lamber-Beert law that
states that for low concentrations the absorbance is proportional to the concentration
and length of gas the light passes through. The sodium concentration of unknown
samples can be determined by calibration of a standard curve of a known sodium
concentration [87]. Sodium concentration is proportional to the absorption in the
concentration range ≥ 0-0.5 mg/L.

4.3.2 New Preparation Strategies

The aim of the experiments described here was to eliminate original ingredients of
jellyfish preparation, i.e. sodium chloride and alum, and thereby hopefully obtain
a better understanding of jellyfish preparation. For all the new preparations the
pH value, osmolarity, volume, mass, and diameter changes were measured as in
section 4.3.1. In addition, the metal concentration of extracted solvent of jellyfish
was measured as well by AAS.

Preservation with Vinegar and Sodium Chloride

In this experiment the jellyfish preparation was studied in analogy to kitchen preser-
vation by sodium chloride and vinegar (purchased from a supermarket, Heidelberg
vinegar). The amount of added sodium chloride corresponded to half the mass of
the jellyfish. Vinegar was added until pH reached ≥ 2.5-3 (a similar pH-level is
reached using the original recipe).
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Jellyfish Tanning

These experiments were conducted in order to investigate a tanning analogy of
jellyfish preparation and the role of aluminum. Following the original procedure,
the table 4.1, alum was replaced with other metal salts: CaCl2, MgSO4, FeCl3, FeCl2,
Cr2(SO4)3, KCl and AgNO3, respectively. The new metal salts made up 5 % by
weight in first step and 2.5 % by weight in second step of total salt mixtures with
NaCl in line with table 4.1, and therefore the molar concentration of metals were
not constant for the different salts.

NaCl E�ects

To study the role of sodium chloride in jellyfish preparation, the original procedure,
table 4.1, was followed, but now with sodium chloride was replaced by: glucose,
sucrose, NaOH, and NaNO3 respectively.

New Composition of Chemical Components for Jellyfish Preparation

Based on the experiments described above it was possible to substitute both alum
and sodium chloride with FeCl3 and NaNO3 respectively. This was done by following
the original procedure in table 4.1. For first batch salt mixture FeCl3 made up 5 %
by weight and for second batch salt mixture FeCl3 made up 2.5 % by weight.

Solvent E�ects

According to the discussion of solvent properties of polymer systems in chapter
3, this experiment was performed to study solvent quality effects of the jellyfish.
Jellyfish were immersed into 96 % ethanol and vodka (37.5 % vol. Vlakoff pur-
chased from a supermarket) respectively in volumes corresponding to twice their
own volume. Jellyfish were kept separately in the solutions at 5

¶C. After one week
they were transferred to new ethanol 96 % and vodka solutions respectively and left
for another 2 weeks (in line with time schedule in table 4.1). Finally the jellyfish
were dehydrated by evaporation of ethanol at room temperature.
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4.3.3 Rehydration and Determination of Metal Obtained by
Jellyfish

After the procedure of preparing jellyfish as food (table 4.1) is ended, the final step
to make the jellyfish edible is to let them rehydrate in water so that they absorb
some water and the salt is washed out.
Alum prepared jellyfish were rehydrated overnight and their volume, weight, and
diameter changes were measured as described earlier (section 4.3.1), the swelling
according to rehydration is seen in figure 5.34.
After rehydrating overnight jellyfish were exposed to acid digestion based on [88]
to release metals and making the metal concentration measurable with AAS. The
procedure for digestion is summarized in table 4.2.

Tab. 4.2.: Step by step: simple acid digestion of jellyfish based on [88]. Specific protocol
developed by Lars Duelund for seaweed samples. Heating was performed by a
heat block.

Jellyfish Digestion

Add 300 mg of sample to 50 mL PP centrifuge tube
Add 2 mL HNO3

Add 0.5 mL H2O2

Leave sample overnight at room temperature
Heat sample to 80 ¶C for 30 min.
Heat to 125 ¶C for 120 min.
Let sample cool to room temperature
Ensure total volume is 25 mL with Mili Q water
Leave for at least 1 hour

4.3.4 Swelling Experiments

To study polymer gel properties of living jellyfish, live jellyfish were immersed into
different buffer and salt solutions in order to obtain jellyfish swelling as function of
pH and salt concentration, respectively.

pH

Two buffer solutions at different pH were prepared: 1) 0.05 M phosphate buffer
in 0.2 M sodium chloride solution. The final pH of the buffer was 7.24. 2) 0.05 M
Acetate buffer in 0.3 M sodium chloride solution. The final pH of the buffer was 4.73.
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Hence osmolarity of both buffers were comparable with sea water 1.
To find an equilibrium the volume and diameter change were measured as function
of time. Three jellyfish were swollen and measured in each experiment.

Salt Concentration

Seven different sodium chloride solutions were prepared: ≥0 mg/L, ≥7 mg/L, ≥14
mg/L, ≥21 mg/L, ≥28 mg/L, ≥35 mg/L and a almost saturated solution (≥ 250

g/L). To find an equilibrium the volume and diameter change were measured as
function of time. Three jellyfish were swollen and measured for each solution.

1pH of sea water is ≥7 and osmolarity of sea water is ≥ 0.550 Osm kg≠1
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5Results and Discussion

„See now the power of truth; the same experiment
which at first glance seemed to show one thing,
when more carefully examined, assures us of the
contrary

— Galileo Galilei
Discorsi E Dimostrazioni Matematiche: Intorno
a Due Nuove Scienze Attenenti Alla Mecanica E

I Movimenti Locali

BASED on the results presented in this chapter we will discuss how consistent
jellyfish mesoglea behavior and structure are compared to the theory of
polyelectrolyte gel. The results and discussions are divided into two main

categories Microscopic Exploration and Physicochemical Investigation. In the first
section (see section 5.1) we study the relevant anatomical structure and network
organization of collagen and elastin related mesoglea, the latter is based on mi-
crographs obtained DIC and two-photon microscopic techniques. We try to grasp
an idea of how the architecture of the meseoglea changes with respect to jellyfish
preparation and varies due to different preparation techniques. In the second section
(see section 5.2) we test systematically the mesoglea gel-behavior in relation to
salt, metal ions and pH effects in line with the theory of polyelectrolyte gels. We
further present new ways of preparing jellyfish into a rubber-like texture, some of the
methods are not recommended for food though, nevertheless it reveals similarities
to tanning chemistry and some of the physicochemical properties of mesoglea.

5.1 Microscopic Exploration of Jellyfish Architecture

In order to generate a physical understanding of mesoglea, we use microscopy
methods for imaging anatomic and network organization that may be important for
understanding the gel-substance and its response to preparation for food. As we have
already indicated in section 3.3.2 the elastic modulus (350 Pa [25]) of mesoglea
lead to a mesh size (20 µm) that is below what is optically visible. However, larger
structures such as collagen fibers may be important for preparing a crunchy/rubber-
like texture out of jellyfish and may contribute to some physical properties of the
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mesoglea.
It is fair to say that a detailed interpretation of mesoglea structure of living jellyfish is
available as reviewed in section 2.3.2, but some aspects remain unclear. Most of the
anatomical investigation on jellyfish is either done in formalin (or by other fixations)
or with SEM which implies removing of solvent. In the light of polyelectrolyte theory
of gels discussed in chapter 3 this can have some dramatical consequences on the
gel and network. Hence, one important purpose of these experiments is to keep
the system of living mesoglea as unperturbed as possible during the microscopic
exploration.

5.1.1 Anatomic Structure of Living Mesoglea with Bright-field
Microscopy and DIC

We start by investigating the living mesoglea of jellyfish by the optical method Differ-
ential Interference Contrast (DIC) as described in section 4.2.1 in order to learn how
to navigate around the jellyfish structure at microscopic length scales. Many of the
anatomic parts imaged in are described in section 2.2.
In figure 5.1 micrographs of gastric filament beside the gonads, marginal tentacles
and a rhopalia are shown. These images were captured with bright-field microscopy
and a 20x lens. In figure 5.2 the setup is changed to DIC technique and a higher
magnification (60x). It was possible to observe both aboral epithelium and oral
epithelium, in addition we were able to systematically follow the 16 radial canals
which are a part of the gastrovascular system. The two micrographs show the aboral
epithelium and a part of the branched interradial canal respectively. In figure 5.3
a long working distance lens (60x) is used to make it possible to penetrate deeply
into mesoglea and find indications of a tangential network in agreement with work
done by Gambini et al. (2012)[24]. In the micrograph to the left we look through
the aboral epithelium and observe network up to 500 µm below the epithelium and
if the jellyfish is turned up side down such we look through the oral epithelium,
a network is observed starting around 1700 µm above the epithelium, verifying
that there exist a tangential network below the aboral epithelium. The micrographs
are far from the same standard as [24] (see figure 2.6), however the jellyfish are
not sliced and are still alive in the images presented here, hence light travels much
further through the "thick" jellyfish causing the reduced contrast. The black dots
seen could be mesoglea cells as observed by [26, 24]. The micrographs confirm
(roughly) the structural model of the mesoglea suggested by 1 [24] and shown in
figure 2.7.

1These images were produced on at early stage, before I was able to make proper cross-sections,
hence no DIC is obtained for such a cross-section
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Fig. 5.1.: Bright-field micrographs of a small living jellyfish (diameter ≥ 3 cm) with 20x
lens. The image to the left shows gastric filaments. Middle: the long "thread" is a
marginal tentacles. Right: Shows the nerve collection Rhopalia (black) in the end
of the marginal indentations. See figure 2.3 and 2.4 for anatomical overview.

Fig. 5.2.: DIC micrographs of small living jellyfish (diameter ≥ 3 cm) with a 60x lens. Left:
Aboral epithelium. Right: part of the gastrovascular canal system. We are able to
follow the different kinds of canals in the jellyfish. Here a branched interradial
canal is observed, which move nutrients toward the stomach from the ring canal.
See figure 2.3 and 2.4 for an anatomical overview.

Fig. 5.3.: DIC Micrographs of small living jellyfish (diameter ≥ 4 cm) with a 60x lens (long
working distance). Left: 500 µm below aboral epithelium, the network seems to
appear. Right: the jellyfish is turned up side down. A network appears 1.7 mm
above the subumbrella. Note the black dots in both images, they are believed to
be mesoglea cells.
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5.1.2 Living Mesoglea Architecture Examined with Two-Photon
Microscopy

Preparation of Living Jellyfish Sample

Initially, we present data for changes in size of the jellyfish during staining by eosin
Y and anesthetizing with MgSO4 which are not neglicible changes, see figure 5.4.
As the jellyfish mesoglea are observed to change to a rubber-like substance with
treatment of i.a. metal salt, anesthetizing with MgSO4 may provoke some concerns
about its effect on structural changes of the mesoglea. This issue has not been
investigated fully, nevertheless table 5.1 shows that MgSO4 is not able to transform
jellyfish to a crunchy texture. Figure 5.4 indicates that the most dramatically change
probably has to do with eosin Y. The fact that it is possible to "wake up" jellyfish after
they were anesthetized with MgSO4 indicates further that if some structural changes
are present they cannot be too dramatical. In addition, the osmolarity of sleeping
beauty water (see section 4.2.2) and sea water was measured to be approximately
the same.
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Fig. 5.4.: Dimensionally changes of living jellyfish prepared for microscopy. All jellyfish
are immersed into sleeping beauty water (see section 4.2.2) overnight together
with eosin Y. Yellow columns shows relative diameter and volume changes for
this treatment. One control measurement is done with MgSO4 only (green) and
with eosin Y only (blue). Despite the lack of repeated control measurements this
indicates that eosin Y causes the most dramatical dimensional changes.

A two-photon micrograph is shown below (figure 5.5) of a living jellyfish which
is not stained with eosin Y, but anesthetized with MgSO4. Some autofluorescence
can be observed as a blurred network as well as some bright dots, which could be
mesoglea cells. It is typical for biological samples to emit autofluorescence due to
proteins. The plots to the right of the micrographs in figure 5.5 correspond to gray
values as a function of pixels along the lines shown within the circles, the plots
clearly show that the intensity is much higher for bright dots than the network. In
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addition, no second harmonic generation signal2 was obtained, even with very high
laser power. This is unusual for collagen type I [90], which is suggested to be the
main component of mesoglea [24]. However, in figure 5.6 is another two-photon
micrograph of a stained jellyfish (eosin Y) is shown. The network appears more
clear even though the laser intensity is around twice as low compared to the image
obtained of the non-stained samples figure 5.5. This is also confirmed by the plot
to the right of the micrograph in figure 5.6, which clearly shows higher intensity of
network compared to non-stained jellyfish. It is further confirmed that the sample
can be photo bleached as shown in the micrograph, figure 5.7 which is an evidence
of stained fluorescence and not autofluorescence. Hence the network shows some
affinity for eosin Y which verifies that the larger fibers in mesoglea are elastin-like
and collagen-like as reported in literature [42, 26, 43, 44, 45, 31, 46, 24]. Moreover,
the results indicate that the two-photon images of stained samples show elastin and
collagenous structures together with some autofluorescence.
Even though jellyfish are mounted in various holders to keep a steady positioning,
they slide due to their soft mesoglea structure. As optical slicing is used in order to
get a 3D view of the mesoglea architecture this sliding is a challenge and is the price
we must pay in order to keep the jellyfish as unpertubated as possible. Fortunately,
the open source software Fiji has a plugin (StackReg) to correct for such sliding (if
the sliding is not too pronounced), the effect of this image correction is shown in
figure 5.8 [91].

2a nonlinear optical effect: when photons interact with a nonlinear material they can generate new
photons of twice the energy. Some types of collagens can emit Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)
which can be separated form other emitted light [89]
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Fig. 5.5.: Two-photon micrograph of a non-stained jellyfish anthetized with MgSO4, 20x
lens (left). Jellyfish is installed into the 3D-printed stabilizer, the image is around
100 µm below the aboral epithelium. Right: shows the line profiles of gray values
as a function of pixels in the area with the corresponding colored circles.
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Fig. 5.6.: Two-photon micrograph of an eosin Y stained jellyfish which is anaesthetized
with MgSO4, 20x lens (left). Jellyfish is installed into the 3D-printed stabilizer,
the image is around 100 µm below the aboral epithelium. Right: shows the line
profile of gray values as a function of pixels in the area with the corresponding
colored circle.
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Fig. 5.7.: Two-photon micrograph with a 20x lens, which shows how it is possible to photo
bleach the jellyfish sample. Initially a zoom is made where the laser power is very
high, afterwards we zoom out and take an image with lower intensity. Hence the
squared darker area is caused by photo bleaching.

Fig. 5.8.: The image to the left is a z-projection of the max intensity of 60 slices over 20 µm
obtained with optical slicing by two excitation microscopy. The projection shows
some blurring due to the movement of the sample. The image on the right shows
the projection correctedfor the movement by the Fiji-plugin: StackReg [91]. The
jellyfish is stained with eosin Y and anesthetized with MgSO4.

Image Catalogue of Living Mesoglea Architecture

Here we present images of jellyfish collagen/elastin architecture which in general are
in agreement with Gambini et al. (2012) [24], figure 2.6 and 2.7. The orientations
of the images with respect to jellyfish anatomy are defined in figure 4.6 and 4.8. In
the left corners of each micrograph are a coordinate system helping with visualizing
the orientation and in upper right corners the anatomical positions are shown (for
most of the micrographs).
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Fig. 5.9.: Montage of mesoglea stack starting from aboral epithelium traveling in the
z-direction up to 20 µm. A network appears around 20 µm below the aboral
epithelium. Imaged with an objective 40x. The jellyfish has a diameter of 4.5 cm
and is cut in a quarter to fit the microscope dish.

Fig. 5.10.: Stack of 60 slices over 20 µm in the z-direction starting 100 µm below the
aboral epithelium. A z-projection of max intensity of the stack is shown. A clear
network appears and it seems as if the thickest fibers align in the radial direction
and thiner fibers bind orthogonally across in tangential direction. The thick
fibers are measured to be about10 µm in diameter. Imaged with a 40x objective.
The jellyfish was 6.0 cm in diameter and was cut to fit microscope dish and
3D-printed jellyfish stabilizer. Some mesoglea cells appear in the image (bright
spots).
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Fig. 5.11.: Stack of 60 slices over 20 µm in z-direction starting 250 µm below aboral epithe-
lium. A z-projection of max intensity is made out of the stack. A more unclear
network appears compared to the previous image closer to the epithelium. Im-
aged with a 40x objective. The jellyfish was 6.0 cm in diameter and was cut to
fit microscope dish and 3D-printed jellyfish stabilizer.

Fig. 5.12.: The aboral epithelium and some of the mesoglea substance near the epithelium
were carefully scaled off by a very sharp scalpel (Microtome blade). This was
in order to check whether the tangential network only is present near the
epithelium or whether it is also present in the middle of the mesoglea. It was
possible to find a network in the middle of the mesoglea, but the network was
only locally observed and not observed to fill out the entire mesoglea. The image
is a stack over 20 µm and consists of 60 slices, the image was obtained with 60x
lens.
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Fig. 5.13.: Large jellyfish of diameter > 10 cm was observed to have thicker network, here
a z-projection of 60 slices over 20 µm is shown. The imaging start 50 micron
below the epithelium and is done with a 40x objective.

Fig. 5.15.: A closer look at the tentpoles with a 40x objective shows some fine local network
connecting the tentpoles in agreement with earlier micrographs, where local
network was observed in the middle of mesoglea, see figure 5.12. This image is
a t-projection of maximum intensity of 60 slices over 20 µm.
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Fig. 5.14: These jellyfish were cut out
in thick slices (≥ 1◊2cm) in
order to obtain imaging in
the t-direction. All jellyfish
slices were placed in a glass
container, as described in
figure 4.8. The images were
captured far away from the
cutting area (at least 100
µm away) in order to min-
imize artifacts due to the
cutting. Further, it was
benefitial that slices were
large to maintain proper
anatomic navigation in the
transparent gel. All of the
three micrographs were ob-
tained with a 20x objective
and all are t-projections of
max intensity of 60 slices
over 20 µm. Bottom: near
to the aboral epithelium a
network is observable in
agreement with Gambini et
al.(2012) [24]. The net-
work seems to be "diluted"
along the z-direction. Mid-
dle: The position of this
image is a displacement in
the z-direction compared to
the image below. The net-
work seems even more di-
luted and some alignment
of fibers in the z-direction
appears to take place. Top:
Further displacement in the
z-direction. The position is
in the middle of mesoglea
and the fibers seems to be
very orientated along the
z-direction in agreement
with Gambini et al. These
are what can be seen as
"meoglea tentpoles".
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Example of Network Analysis

The micrographs obtained can be used to analyze the collagen and elastin architec-
ture of the mesoglea. This is done using the open source software ilastik which makes
use of interactive machine learning. By machine learning the software "learns" (i.e.
by algorithmic construction) to recognize patterns through input of representative
data selected by the user, which can be used to recognize similar patterns of larger
data sets. Initially categories representing different objects of interest are defined by
the user, for these micrographs the categories correspond to background, mesoglea
cells, and network. Subsequently a training phase takes place, where the ability of
the software to recognize the class patterns is fine-tuned. After the learning phase, a
batch of images can now be processed. The output is a prediction map describing the
probability of which class each voxel3 belongs to [92]. The Fiji-plugin Directionality
can take the network class of the ilastik output and calculate a general directionality
of the network using polar Fourier transformation, see figure 5.20 [93]. To analyze
the network further a Gaussian filter is applied for minimizing noise and outliers
followed by thresholding to obtain a binary image. To ease the analysis the binary
network is skeletonized, which represents each physical link with a line [94]. This
skeleton can be used for graph-like analysis (vertex, mesh size etc.).
Two different kind two-photon micrographs of network, for t- and z-direction re-
spectively, are analyzed in that way and the results are listed below. The 3D plots
in figure 5.17, 5.16 and 5.18 may give a better dimensional intuition of the net-
works. This rough analyze suggests that the tangential network in z-direction is
randomly orientated at a scale magnified 60 times while the network viewed in
t-direction is strongly orientated when magnified 20 times. This is in agreement with
the macroscopic model of mesoglea structure suggested by Gambini et al. (2012)
[24].

3voxel is a 3 dimensional pixel
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Fig. 5.16.: Collagen/elastin structures imaged in t-direction in the middle of mesoglea. This
image is the same image as in figure 5.14 (middle of mesoglea). Light blue
network is the recognized network by ilastik and dark blue line is the skeleton
constructed by Fiji-plugin. Image to the left is a rotation of the image to the
right. Note that the dots in the background are not mesoglea cells as this object
category is filtered out by ilastik, this may be network in other directions.

Fig. 5.17.: Collagen/elastin structures viewed in the z-direction. The 3D maps give an
intuition of a dense local network in the middle of mesoglea. This image is the
same micrograph as in figure 5.12, but here the network is analyzed in ilastik
and Fiji respectively. Map to the left is upside down of map to the right. Light
blue network is the network recognized by ilastik and dark blue lines are the
skeleton constructed by the Fiji-plugin.
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Fig. 5.18.: Zoom of the two networks mapped in figure 5.16 and 5.17 respectively to give
an idea of the detailed network.
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Fig. 5.19.: Network directionality. Shows the distribution of network segments’ arbitrary
orientation, calculated by Fourier component analysis in polar coordinates.
Each color corresponds to a different slice. Above orientation distribution of
network in figure 5.17 in the z-direction, the orientation seems random. Below
orientation distribution of network in figure 5.16 t-direction, the network seems
orientated. This analysis is done with the Fiji-plugin Directionality.
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Fig. 5.20.: Dispersion (deviation) of network orientation for each optical slice calculated by
Fourier component analysis using Polar coordinates. Blue line: dispersion for
network in the z-direction, confirming that the network is randomly orientated.
Purple line: dispersion for network in the t-direction, shows that the dispersion
is close to zero for all optical slices which confirms that the network is orientated
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5.1.3 Preserved Jellyfish Structure

The structure of preserved jellyfish with alum and ethanol is shown respectively. The
images shows that structural changes occur during the preparation.

Alum Preserved Jellyfish

When salt prepared jellyfish are imaged, they are initially rehydrated in Mili Q water
overnight and afterwards stained with eosin Y over night. A selection of images are
listed below:

Fig. 5.21.: Small jellyfish (<10 cm) prepared as food with the alum salt mixture described
in section 4.3. The two images are obtained with a 20x objective. This jellyfish
is measured to be 100 µm thick (measured by moving the objective from first to
last focal plane). Left: the aboral epithelium is missing. Right: In the middle of
the prepared jellyfish substance seen in z-direction. The network seems to be
wavy and the mesoglea cells are remarkably still present. Some dark and light
spots appear in background.

Fig. 5.22.: Montage of alum preserved jellyfish in the z-direction. Between each of these
images are 7 µm and the they were obtained with a 20x objective. Left: near to
aboral end, the fibers appear linear. Middle: displacement in the z-direction the
network starts to appear wavy. Right: further displacement in the z-direction
and the network still seems to be wavy. For all three image dark and bright areas
appear. Mesoglea cell are still present.
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Fig. 5.23.: Montage of alum prepared jellyfish with a 60x objective. From left to right
movement in the z-direction with step size of 7 µm. It is difficult to judge
whether a tiny network appears as a lighter back ground or if it is noise, however
we did not observe this kind of background in living mesoglea.

Fig. 5.24.: Large jellyfish (>10 cm) prepared with alum and afterward rehydrated and
stained. The images are obtained with a 20x objective. Left: z-projection of
maximum intensity of 30 slices over 10 microns just above aboral side. The
network appears very dense. Right: the large jellyfish are around 3 mm in
thickness after preparation which allows for obtaining cross sections. The
micrograph shows a slice of such a cross-section and it seems as if the tentpole
architecture is maintained, but now after the preparations they seem to be wavy,
which make sense according to the contraction of the substance.

Preservation of Jellyfish in Ethanol

Micrographs of jellyfish preservation in ethanol are present here. In all the images
the jellyfish were still immersed in alcohol (i.e. the solvent was not removed).
The DIC images in figure 5.25 shows that crystal growth takes place in the mesoglea
when immersed into ethanol. This can be explained by change of the solvent as
the dielectric constant is dramatically lower in 96% ethanol compared to water,
hence these crystals indicates that the initial solvent (water) actually gets replaced
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by ethanol in mesoglea and consequently salt precipitates. This is further confirmed
by the fact that the crystals grew larger as we penetrate deeper in mesoglea, which
can be explained by slower solvent change and hence slower crystal growth causing
larger crystals according to nucleation theory.

Fig. 5.25.: DIC micrographs of jellyfish immersed in 96 % ethanol viewed with through
the subumbrella. Crystallic structures appear very clear in mesoglea and the
size of the crystals increase with the depth: image to left is 100 µm above oral
epithelium meanwhile right image is 500 µm above.

Fig. 5.26.: DIC micrograph of jellyfish immersed into vodka. A network appears much more
clearly when compared to living jellyfish figure 5.3. This could either have to
do with ethanols optical properties or that the network actually is provoked by
ethanol. This micrograph was imaged 200 µm below the aboral epithelium.
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5.1.4 Summary of Microscopic Exploration of Jellyfish Architecture

We have demonstrated that we can navigate around in the jellyfish at microscopic
length scale and imaging well-known anatomical parts of the jellyfish. In order to
image the living jellyfish we have shown that it was possible to anesthetize and stain
the jellyfish, but some volume change takes place during this treatment. However, it
was possible to wake up the jellyfish again, which suggests that the changes are not
too harsh. In some instances we were forced to slice the jellyfish, either because the
jellyfish was too large to fit in the microscopy dish, or because of the intention to
image the mesoglea in different directions. Nevertheless, the slices of jellyfish were
large (1-2 cm), and since we imaged around 100 µm or deeper into the specimen,
the cutting did not have significant consequences on the structures. Moreover, the
two-photon images indicates despite the autofluorescence that the fibers have some
affinity for eosin Y which suggest collagen- and eosin-like structures in agreement
with literature [42, 26, 43, 44, 45, 31, 46, 24, 25]. The experiments also give some
new input to this molecular discussion of collagen-type of jellyfish, as we do not
obtain SHG signal from the mesoglea indicating that it is not collagen type I [90].
We have confirmed that the living mesoglea architecture of larger fibers is in agree-
ment with [26, 24]: below the aboral epithelium a parallel network of arbitrary
orientated segments in the r-t plane exist and the density of this network seems to
be diluted along the z-direction and may work as a basement for thick vertical fibers
along the z-direction. These observations are confirmed by the example of networks
analyzed in the programs ilastik and Fiji.
In addition the vertical fibers, i.e. the so-called tentpoles, seems to be connected
by fibers across and branches of local small network appear between these poles in
the middle of mesoglea. Most of the structures seems very stretched and only on
rare occasions we observe wavy fibers in the living mesoglea. This observation is
in agreement with Chapman (1953) [26]. Structures (bright dots) that could be
Mesoglea cells are also observed.
For preserved jellyfish with alum and NaCl we observe that the epithelium disap-
pears which probably is caused by the osmotic pressure due to the added salt. Near
the aboral end, the tangential network is similar to the living jellyfish except that
it appears much more dense, which makes sense according to the contraction of
jellyfish. As we penetrate deeper into the preserved mesoglea, the fibers appear wavy
which also agrees with the contraction of the jellyfish. The result that some fibers
become wavy and some not during salting may indicate different chemical properties
of these fibers. Cross sections of large preserved jellyfish still show vertical fibers,
but in contrary to stretched and linear tentpoles in the living jellyfish they are seen
to become wavy. All in all the micrographs show that the overall structure of these
large fibers are roughly maintained but compressed during alum preservation. This
indicates that protein denaturation does not take place, but the fibrous structures
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are somehow stabilized through the treatment. This fits the analogy to the tanning
process.
Interesting structure changes are observed as the jellyfish are immersed into 96 %
ethanol. Near the aboral end, larger tangential fibers still appear and their density
gets diluted as we penetrate into the ethanol preserved jellyfish, figure 5.27. How-
ever, we observe also sort of organized network-like structures with a mesh size
(≥1-5 µm), figure 5.28, similar to the SEM micrographs in figure 2.6. The network-
like structure is observed to fill out the entire ethanol preserved mesoglea, but do not
show up in micrographs of either the living jellyfish or alum preserved jellyfish. The
reason why we observe small network-like structure in ethanol prepared jellyfish,
but do not observe a similar small network in the living jellyfish may be explained as
follows: a very diluted network exist in the living jellyfish but cannot be observed
as it is too diluted, but as the gel collapses in ethanol the network becomes dense
enough to be observed. But this leaves the question of why a small network in the
contracted alum preserved jellyfish is not observed? This indicates that the two
preservation methods with salt and ethanol respectively are very different.
In the following section we present results of physicochemical experiments that may
lead us closer to a better understanding of jellyfish preservations and the observed
phenomena in the micrographs.

5.2 Physicochemical Investigation of Jellyfish

5.2.1 Salt Preparation Strategies

In table 5.1 the main results of physicochemical experiments for the different jellyfish
preparations are listed together with the various salt mixtures used. Experiments No.
1-3 show that jellyfish, Aurelia aurita, obtain a rubber-like texture when handled as
described in the original recipe (table 4.1), but if either alum or NaCl are eliminated,
the jellyfish disperse in agreement with literature [4]. The dispersed jellyfish are
hard to describe in a very precise language (perhaps see figure 5.30). When alum is
added separately, the jellyfish seem to transform to a viscous solution indicating that
the mesoglea is dissolved to a diluted polymer solution while adding just sodium
chloride separately, the jellyfish transform into a sticky mass.
In literature [4] it is claimed that alum partly acts as a disinfectant. If this is the only
role of alum, it should be possible to substitute alum with vinegar similar to classical
kitchen preservation as done in experiment No. 4. In a view of polyelectrolyte theory
this preservation strategy makes sense as well, because a collapse of a gel can be
triggered by pH changes as described by Tanaka et al. (1980) [74]. It is calculated in
section 3.3 that the elasticity modulus changes dramatically when a polyelectrolyte
gel collapses, hence as alum causes low pH, this could be an explanation of the
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transformation of the jellyfish to a rubber-like texture. However, experiment No.
4 shows that this is not the case, since a sticky jellyfish mass is obtained, when
sodium chloride and vinegar are added, even though pH is adjusted to be the same
in both experiment No. 1 and No. 4. The result that pH is not a key factor for
jellyfish preservation, is verified independently by the National Fisheries Research
and Devolpment Institute (NFRDI), South Korea [2].

Fig. 5.29.: successful jellyfish preparation of small jellyfish (<10 cm) prepared with FeCl3,
Cr2(SO4)3 and FeCl2 respectively. The images were captured 7 days after prepa-
ration start and the collapse of mesoglea seems non-uniform: collapse of height
is larger than collapse of width. This is verified by data in figure 5.33.

This lead to the idea that the metal ions of alum, Al3+, may have an important
influence for obtaining the final rubber-like texture of jellyfish. In experiment No.
5-8 CaCl2 and MgSO4 are substituted with alum respectively. CaCl2 was chosen due
to its frequent application in cookery while MgSO4 was used because its sedative
properties utilized during experiments involving microscopy (section 4.2.2). As
shown in table 5.1 neither Ca2+ nor Mg2+ provokes a desired texture of jellyfish.
The reason why these two salts cannot replace alum may be due to the different
valence of the ions or because MgSO4 and CaCl2 do not lower the pH respectively.
Nevertheless as pH is adjusted in experiment No. 6 and No. 8 to balance the pH
of experiment No. 1 the resulting texture is still not satisfactorily, see figure 5.30.
Consequently jellyfish processing seems to have something to do with either valence
of Al3+ or some specific reaction between macromolecules and aluminum.
As described in section 3.4 metal ions have an important role in the tanning industry,
where metal ions of specific sizes tans collagen [76, 75]. Alum is one the oldest
tanning salts, but FeCl3 and Cr2(SO4)3 are also well known tanning salts [75]. As
observed in table 5.1 (experiment No. 9-10) both salts work in jellyfish preparation
as well, see figure 5.29. This indicates a tanning analogy to jellyfish preparations,
which is additionally confirmed by experiment No. 11, where FeCl2 shows good
jellyfish preparation features. Even further it points in the direction that the diameter
of the metal ions is more important than valence of the ions. This is also in line with
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Hofmeister effects as described in tanning chemistry literature [75], section 3.4. The
diameter of all the metal ions used in these experiments are listed in table 5.2 and
seem to fit what we can expect according to tanning literature. Metal ions with a
diameter which do not correspond to the size range required for tanning (0.65-0.75
Å and 1.2-1.3 Å) [76, 75] do not change mesoglea properly, while metal ions that
have an appropriate size seem to "tan" jellyfish. One exception is Ag+ (experiment
No. 20) which fits in the radius range of 1.2-1.3 Å, but still cannot tan jellyfish as
shown in experiment No. 18-19. Ag+ varies in two ways from the other tanning
metal ions, first of all it does not fall into same size category, which may indicate that
jellyfish collagen is only "tanned" with metal ions in the range 0.65-0.75 Å. Secondly,
Ag+ does not lower pH and even though pH is adjusted with vinegar to balance pH
in experiment No. 1, Ag+ addition does not result in a desired jellyfish texture. This
could indicate that the tanning metal ion should be restricted to size range 0.65-0.75
Å or/and that the electronegativity of the metal ion plays an important role. This
is consistent with the study by [77] described in section 3.4, which suggests that
aluminum ions cross-links the peptide chains of collagen by substitution of water
similar to Hofmeister effects. Hence the metal ion should not only have a sufficient
size to fit inside the collagen chain, but should also be sufficient electronegative in
order to substitute water and form cross-links. In this context the pH effects seem
mainly to be side-effects due to the requirement of relative high electronegativity of
metal ions and not pH-effects that cause gel collapse as described by Tanaka et al.
(1980) [74].
In experiment No. 12-13 the pH effect was further investigated by adding NaOH
to the original procedure until neutral pH was reached. Under these circumstances
jellyfish obtained a very porous or almost dissolved texture, and the result shows
that pH after all has some important effects, see figure 5.30. This may indicate that
cross-links can only be formed by Al3+ when collagens are in a special charged state.
A closer study of the role of NaCl in the preparation is done with experiment No.
14-15, and shows that NaCl has not only an osmotic effect since sucrose and glucose
cannot replace NaCl, but NaNO3 can replace NaCl. This enhances the ionic gel
character of the mesoglea substance and seems to show that some charges and
screening effects are at play during preparation.
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Tab. 5.1.: Main results of physicochemical experiments of different jellyfish preparations
with various salt mixtures. The specific combination of constituents for each
experiment are listed under preparation and is performed according to the
preparation procedure described in section 4.3.1 and table 4.1. The first salt
referred to in each row is the component which make up 5 % of the final salt
mixture weight. If the jellyfish transforms to a rubber-like texture, the experiment
is marked with a X while if the texture does not change as desired, the experiment
is marked with a ÷. Qualitatively Comments try to specify how the result went
and what the experiment shows.

Nr. Preparation pH Result Metal ion Comments

1 Alum + NaCl ≥ 2.5 ≠ 3.0 X Al3+ Original preparation.
2 Alum ≥ 2 ÷ Al3+ Seems to dissolve. Viscous liquid.
3 NaCl ≥ 7 ÷ Transform to sticky slime.

4 NaCl + vinegar ≥ 2.5 ≠ 3.0 ÷ Transform to sticky slime. pH not
determining factor.

5 CaCl2+NaCl ≥ 7 ÷ Ca2+ Z
__̂

__\

Seems to dissolve, viscous
liquid, maybe some
residues are present.

6 CaCl2+NaCl + vinegar ≥ 2.5 ≠ 3.0 ÷ Ca2+

7 MgSO4+NaCl ≥ 7 ÷ Mg2+

8 MgSO4+NaCl + vinegar ≥ 2.5 ≠ 3.0 ÷ Mg2+

9 FeCl3+NaCl ≥ 2 X Fe3+
<

Rubber-like texture.
Valense, may be a key factor?10 Cr2(SO4)3+NaCl ≥ 2 X Cr3+

11 FeCl2+NaCl ≥ 2 X Fe2+ Rubber-like texture. Valense is
not crucial factor.

12 Alum + NaCl+NaOH ≥ 6 ≠ 8 ÷ Al3+ <
Porous texture. pH and
charge effects important.13 Alum + NaOH ≥ 6.5 ≠ 7 ÷ Al3+

14 Alum + glucose ≥ 3 ÷ Al3+ <
Dissolves very fast! NaCl
not only osmotic effects.15 Alum + sucrose ≥ 3 ÷ Al3+

16 Alum + NaNO3 ≥ 2 ≠ 3 X Al3+ Rubber-like texture. NaCl may
have screening effects.

17 FeCl3 + NaNO3 ≥ 1 ≠ 2 X Fe3+ New preparation. May be faster
than original recipe.

18 KCl + NaCl ≥ 7 ÷ K+

19 KCl + vinegar ≥ 3 ÷ K+

20 AgNO3 + NaCl ≥ 7.5 ÷ Ag+ Metal ion radius fits tanning anal-
ogy.
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Tab. 5.2.: Ionic radius of various metals ions used for jellyfish preparation [79]. Due to
the work done by [76] the metal ions Al3+, Fe3+, Fe2+, and Cr3+ are found to
fall into one size category (0.65-0.75 Å) which preferentially binds to collagen.
These metal ions are observed to preserve jellyfish.

Metal ion Radius [Å] Tanning Radius Range

Al3+ 0.675

0.65-0.75 Å
Fe3+ 0.69
Fe2+ 0.75
Cr3+ 0.755

Ag+ 1.29 1.2-1.3 Å

K+ 1.52
Not preffered sizesCa2+ 1.14

Mg2+ 0.86

Fig. 5.30.: Failed jellyfish preparations. Left: jellyfish prepared with CaCl2 and NaCl dis-
solves over 7 days. Right: When NaOH is added to the original recipe with alum
and NaCl such the pH reach around 7, the jellyfish becomes porous and seems
to dissolve as well.

During the preparation the volume, diameter, and mass were measured as described
in section 4.3.1. Over time the volume was very difficult to measure as the size
became very small and the solvent almost disappeared, hence it was only possible to
measure a trustable volume seven days after preparation start. In figure 5.31 and
5.32 the relative diameter and mass are plotted as function of preparation days and
graphically it seems as the different preparations with salt combination of NaCl give
similar results. It was shown by t-test, that all preparations with combination of
NaCl were likely to have the same relative mass and diameter change during the
preparation period. Preparation with NaNO3 was not tested, as these experiments
were only repeated once. If figure 5.31 and 5.32 are compared, it seems as the
relative mass changes much more than the relative diameter from start to end of
the preparation. To study whether this corresponds to a deformation of the jellyfish
geometry or an uniform contraction of the volume, we approximate the jellyfish as a
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hemisphere with different radius (r) and height (h), V ƒ 2fi
3 hr

2. In terms of relative
volume, mass, diameter, and density this can be expressed as:

m = flhD

2
, (5.1)

where m is the relative mass, fl the relative density, h the relative height and D the
relative diameter. If fl of the jellyfish is constant and the relative height h and relative
diameter D change equally we would expect the relation m = D

3 if fl ¥ 1. This
relation is plotted (blue curve) together with a plot of relative mass as function of
relative diameter in figure 5.33. It is observed that the mass of the jellyfish lie under
this ideal relation between mass and diameter, which could be explained either
by change of density or a large relative change of the height. Further the relative
volume after seven days are plotted (red) in figure 5.33 which seems to overlap
the size of relative mass indicating the density has not changed significantly. Hence
the faster decrease of mass-diameter curve of jellyfish data can be explained by an
non-uniform contraction, a collapse of the hight of jellyfish umbrella. This is also
what we observe with the naked eye as imaged in figure 5.29 and at microscopic
scale, where the vertical fibers become wavy during the collapse while horizontal
fibers near the aboral end, still seems stretched. This indicates different properties
of horizontal and vertical fibers. The vertical collapse could also be reflected by the
presence of an anisotropic gel structure as suggested by [24]. However, we cannot
observe such a network in alum preserved jellyfish. Finally, the vertical collapse
could be caused by muscles attached to the subumbrella which suppress a radial
collapse of the mesoglea.
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Fig. 5.31.: Plot of the relative diameter of small jellyfish measured 7, 21 and 35 days
after the beginning of salt preparation. One point correspond to at least three
measurements, except for preparations with NaNO3, as it was not possible to
repeat those measurements. However they may indicate a tendency. Dotted lines
are guides to the eye. By t-test for pair samples it was shown that preparations
with FeCl3 + NaCl and FeCl2 + NaCl were different at 5% significance level.
Except for preparations with NaNO3 all other preparations were shown to be the
same at 5 % significance level. The error bars show standard deviations.
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Fig. 5.32.: Plot of the relative weight of small jellyfish measured 7, 21 and 35 days after
the beginning of salt preparation. One point corresponds to at least three
measurements, except for preparations with NaNO3, as it was not possible to
repeat those measurements. However, they may indicate a tendency. Dotted
lines are guides to the eye. Except for preparations with NaNO3, it was shown
by t-test that all preparations were different at significance level 5%. The error
bars show standard deviations.
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Fig. 5.33.: Plot of relative mass as function of relative diameter of jellyfish during prepa-
rations with various metal salts (yellow). Blue curve is plot of relative weight
of a hemisphere with density = 1 as function of relative diameter. The relative
volume after seven days is plotted as well (red) and overlaps more or less the
relative mass after seven days. The error bars show standard deviations.

Rehydration of Salt Preserved Jellyfish

Traditionally in Asian kitchen preserved jellyfish are rehydrated after salt processing
is ended to make them edible. During this rehydration they cannot recover their
original volume as the data show in figure 5.34 where the volume "only" swells
around 30 % and the diameter 10 %. If this is compared with the weight and
diameter changes during the salt period where the weight changes around 95 % and
diameter changes 50 % (figure 5.31 and figure 5.32), we clearly see that jellyfish
does not recover their original volume. This is in contrast to gel collapse described by
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Tanaka et al. (1980) [74], where gels are reported to reversible recover its original
volume when rehydrated. The result indicates that this model may not work for
describing the jellyfish salt preservation.
After rehydration overnight, jellyfish were taken through the digestion process
described in table 4.2 and the left overs of metal content were measured with
ASS. Results are listed in appendix B in table B.1 and indicate that aluminum and
chromium concentrations are very high (around a factor 1000 higher) compared to
corresponding metal concentrations found in "common" seafood and living jellyfish
(compared values are listed in appendix B as well, see figure B.2 and B.3). These
measurements are in agreement with [6]. If jellyfish should be used for food, this
calls for further study. However, the result indicate that the aluminum cannot be
washed out.
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Fig. 5.34.: Relative diameter (yellow) and volume changes (blue) during rehydration of
jellyfish prepared with salt. Rehydration period is overnight in Mili Q water.

5.2.2 Solvent Preparation Strategy

From a physical point of view it may be a good strategy to change the solvent of
jellyfish. When changing the interactions parameter of solvent for a gel, ‰, the
gel can collapse as it hits the spinodal curve as described in section 3.3. When
jellyfish are immersed into 96 % ethanol they appear to shrink over time as plotted
in figure 5.35, but without showing sign of dissolving. This may have to do with the
lower dielectric constant of ethanol compared to water, which means that ions and
polyelectrolytes become less soluble and thereby we are changing the interaction
parameter. Following the procedure described in section 4.3.2 one can let the ethanol
evaporate and a paper-like preserved jellyfish is obtained, see images in figure 5.37.
This is in contrast to drying jellyfish directly in air at room temperature (directly
from ocean), thus the jellyfish do not transform to a paper-like structure. Hence
ethanol preparation of jellyfish seems to be a new way of preparing jellyfish as food
where metals can be avoided and it also seems to be a faster preparation technique,
see figure 5.35. The ethanol prepared jellyfish may invite for new gastronomical
applications as it seems to possess different texture (not measured!) compared to
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salt prepared jellyfish. However, there has not been time for characterizing this
difference into details. To make the ethanol preparation more practicable for kitchen
use we have tried to prepare jellyfish in vodka, but it is not clear yet whether it works
or not. During evaporation vodka prepared jellyfish seem not to obtain the same
texture as jellyfish prepared with 96 % ethanol. This is an interesting observation
in a more general perspective as formalin and acetone have comparable dielectric
constants with ethanol.
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Fig. 5.35.: Plot of the relative weight of small jellyfish measured 7, 21 and 35 days after
the beginning of 96 % ethanol preparation (yellow). One point corresponds to
at least three measurements. For the purpose of comparison the relative mass
during the preparation with alum and NaCl is plotted (blue) as well (the same
plot in figure 5.32). Dotted lines are to guide the eye.
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Fig. 5.36.: Plot of relative mass as a function of the relative diameter of the jellyfish during
ethanol preparations (yellow). Blue curve is a plot of relative weight of a
hemisphere as function of relative diameter for relative density fl = 1. The
relative volumes after 7 days and 21 are plotted as well (red) and overlap more
or less the relative mass after 7 and 21 days, indicating constant density, fl ≥ 1.
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Fig. 5.37.: Preparation of jellyfish in 96 % ethanol. Left: Jellyfish are collapsed after 3
weeks in ethanol, here jellyfish are just picked up from ethanol solution and laid
out to dry. Right: The day after the ethanol is evaporated and the jellyfish are
transformed into a paper-like texture. Note how they fold upwards.

5.2.3 Swelling Equilibrium

In order to study whether mesoglea swelling properties are consistent with poly-
electrolyte theory or not, living jellyfish were immersed into different solutions of
various NaCl concentrations and pH values respectively, see section 4.3.4 for detailed
description of the experiment.
Swelling experiments as a function of pH failed, since the jellyfish transformed very
quickly into a sticky mass in buffer solutions and therefore it was very difficult to
measure trustable dimension changes of the jellyfish.
Results of how living jellyfish swell as a function of NaCl concentration are shown in
figure 5.38. It should be mentioned that the jellyfish die during the measurements
(stop pulsing) that may be caused by the poisonous effect of pure sodium chloride
solution has on some marine organism [95]. To improve the experiment one could
use artificial sea water instead. Nevertheless, the data in figure 5.38 shows a ten-
dency: when NaCl concentration is above sea water level the volume of mesoglea
swell shortly (until around 40 min) and afterwards it starts contracting/dissolving
- the higher concentration the faster the swelling seems to be. On the other hand,
when the NaCl concentration is below sea water level the volume of the jellyfish
contract and the lower the concentration is the faster the mesoglea seems to shrink.
The swelling and shrinking seems to agree with Donnan equilibrium, section 3.2.2:
A polyelectrolyte gel immersed in low salt concentration swell due to the osmotic
pressure of counter-ions forced to stay inside the gel because of the electro neutrality
condition. However, the jellyfish do not seem to reach an equilibrium as they dissolve
over time which does not agree with polyelectrolyte theory, this may be explained
with some biological mechanism or that the mesoglea substance is not a strong
cross-linked network.
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Fig. 5.38.: Shows the relative volume of small living jellyfish (< 10 cm) as function of
time in relation to placement into different NaCl concentration as described in
section 4.3.2. 21.6 mg mL≠1 and 27.5 mg mL≠1 correspond approximately to the
NaCl concentration of sea water. Each point correspond to an average of three
measurements, for this plot the standard deviations are not included, since they
obscure the main features of the figure. The standard deviation can be seen in
the appendix, figure B.3.

5.2.4 Summary of Physicochemical Investigation of Jellyfish

The physicochemical experiments show that the mesoglea substance behave dif-
ferently under various conditions. If the jellyfish are exposed for NaCl solely they
dissolve indicating that the gel network is weakly associated. Likewise if the jellyfish
are exposed to alum only they will also dissolve, however the combination of the
two salts induce the rubber-like texture. To complicate things further, a substition of
alum with vinegar dissolves the jellyfish to a sticky substance, and it is clear that it is
not only the low pH caused by alum that is important. This means that Tanaka et
al.’s model is unsuitable of describing the preservation of jellyfish gel. The jellyfish
preservation with alum and NaCl shows instead similarities to tanning due to the
high collagen content present in the mesoglea and the fact that both NaCl and alum
are needed. This tanning analogy lead us to try other tanning salts for preservation.
The results show that for salts with metal ions of sufficient radius (0.65-0.75 Å) and
electronegativity it works. Tanning metal salts observed to successfully substitute
alum are Cr2(SO4)3, FeCl3 and FeCl2, which suggests a tanning analogy further as
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the valence of metal ions is not a crucial property to obtain rubber-like texture from
the jellyfish. Hence it seems as if the final rubber-like texture can be explained by a
tanning effect of the larger fibers, but it cannot explain the elastic properties and the
high water content in the living mesoglea as estimated in section 3.3.2.
The swelling experiments of jellyfish in various salt concentrations indicates some
polyelectrolyte properties of the gel according to Donnan equilibrium. One inter-
pretation could be that the gel-like substance is constituted of a low concentration
of mucopolysaccharides as reported in mesoglea [28]. As the mucopolysaccharides
are highly charged only a little amount is needed in order to absorb a great amount
of water as described in chapter 3. Hence these mucopolysaccharides cause the
mesoglea to swell and stretch the network of collagen and elastin. It is conceivable
that mucopolysaccharides associate to elastin and collagen by salt-bridges. It is
also conceivable that the mucopolysaccharides are connected with salt-bridges in
between. Hence when adding a great amount of salt all the salt-bridges are screened
away and the mesoglea dissolves. In this interpretation we imagine the mucopolysac-
charides as "blobs" in the semi-diluted regime and close to the overlap concentration
c

ú in line with gelation discussed in chapter 3. This seems to explain the elastic
modulus of mesoglea as we expect a blob size at 20 nm as estimated in section 3.3.2.
The mucopolysaccharides may be star shaped with some certain radius.
When preservation of jellyfish takes place with alum and NaCl, the salt-bridges are
still destroyed and probably the mucopolysaccharides get washed out while the
aluminum at the same time "tans" the collagen structures resulting in this rubber-like
jellyfish texture.
With this interpretation we can also understand, how ethanol can prepare jellyfish as
ethanol is a very poor solvent for mucopolysaccharides and hence the mesoglea gel
collapses in line with Tanaka et al.’s model (1980) [74]. In summation if we prepare
jellyfish with alum and NaCl we see the mesoglea as a collagen structure that gets
tanned, while if the jellyfish is immersed in ethanol we understand the mesoglea
substance as a semi-dilute polyelectrolyte gel that collapses.
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6Conclusion

„A centipede was happy quite!
Until a toad in fun
Said, "Pray, which leg comes after which?"
Which threw her mind in such a pitch,
She laid bewildered in the ditch
Considering how to run.

— The Centipede’s Dilemma

JELLYFISH may be a new resource for future food. It is already an exclusive deli-
cacy in some Asien cultures and has been used as a food for a hundreds of years.
The jellyfish are preserved with alum and NaCl, which must be said to be an

alternative cooking method. During the preservation of the jellyfish the gel-substance
transforms to a rubber-like texture of gastronomic interest. This transformation
seems to be only poorly understood/described in the literature [4]. With the desire
to utilize jellyfish this calls for study to unravel this peculiar transformation.
Our gastrophysical investigation includes both microscopy and physicochemical
methods. We have used mainly two-photon microscopy techniques to both image
living and preserved jellyfish. In particular, imaging living jellyfish has been chal-
lenging because the soft and watery gel structure is easily pertubed. However, by
balancing a sufficient concentration of MgSO4 and eosin Y for anaesthetization and
staining respectively, and designing and building different jellyfish stabilizers for the
microscope, it has been possible to image the living jellyfish. We believe that the
anaesthetized and stained jellyfish represent the living jellyfish as it was possible
to "wake up" the jellyfish afterwards in fresh sea water. The micrographs of living
jellyfish reveals large fibrous structures in agreement with earlier work [24, 26], but
these micrographs gives more detailed information due to the optical slices and the
resulting 3D imaging, i.e. branches and connections between large fibrous structures
that are eosinophilic. Micrographs of alum preserved jellyfish show the same fibrous
structure as the living jellyfish but the network is more compact. In micrographs of
the alcohol preserved jellyfish we observe small network-like structures, with a mesh
size around ≥1-5 µm that seems to fill out the entire volume. This is in contrast to
the living and alum preserved jellyfish where such small network-like structures are
not observed to fill out the entire volume.
The physicochemical experiments show that alum alone cannot preserve jellyfish
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or be substituted with vinegar. These results indicate that the formation of the
rubber-like texture has something to do with specific aluminum-ion effects and
not just pH. This conjecture is further confirmed when we investigate the effect
of substitution of alum with other metal salts. All metal salts that are observed to
give the jellyfish a rubber-like texture are metal salts also used for tanning leather
[75, 76]. It is believed that the tanning process involves ion-mediated cross-linking
of the polypeptides of collagen structure that stabilizes the fibrous structure [78, 77].
All the metal ions that are observed to "tan" jellyfish and leather have ion radii in
a particular optimal range. Our experiments also show that NaCl is needed, which
is also the case in the tanning process. As the alum is added pH decreases and the
polyelectrolyte become positively charged and begins to swell in order to minimizing
the electrostatic energy contribution. Under these circumstances the metal ions
cannot form cross-links of the polypeptides in collagen, however as we have shown
with theoretical calculations the swelling can be suppressed by adding salts. This is
the so-called Donnan effect [65]. The tanning analogy is even further confirmed by
comparing micrographs of living jellyfish and preserved jellyfish, which show that
larger fibrous structures are maintained but contracted during the preparation. This
indicates that the proteins do not denature. Since tanning with alum has been done
for more than a thousand years, the tanning analogy to jellyfish preparation also fits
in the historical context as eating jellyfish also is a thousand year old tradition in
Asia [75, 4].
From a physical point of view the jellyfish preparation may at first glance be ex-
plained by ionic gel phase transition described by Tanaka et al. (1980) [74]. This
model describes with a modified Flory-Huggins theory how gels can swell and col-
lapse controlled by a solvent-monomer interaction parameter and a charge fraction
of the gel. From this theory we have calculated the elastic modulus which increases
dramatically as the gel collapses.
Even though Tanaka et al.’s (1980) [74] model of ionic gel phase transition may
not describe the jellyfish preservation process with tanning salts, it establishes the
idea that by changing the solvent to a poor solvent, the jellyfish could in principle
collapse to an elastic texture. For polyelectrolytes, ethanol is a poor solvent due to
the low dielectric constant and when we immerse jellyfish into ethanol, we observe
that the jellyfish contracts over several days in agreement with the Tanaka et al.
model. Our swelling equilibrium experiments indicate that the jellyfish swell when
salt concentration decreases and vice versa in agreement with Donnan equilibrium.
This together indicates polyelectrolyte behavior of the jellyfish gel. The jellyfish
preservation in alcohol may call for new gastronomical developments.
If we consider a very ideal situation corresponding to a Flory-Huggins theory of
neutral gels [73, 69], we have estimated that the elastic modulus can be expressed
as kBT/R

3
0, which leads to a mesh size for jellyfish gel to be around 20 nm as the

elastic modulus is measured to 350 Pa for Polyorchis penicillatus [25]. The fact
that it is possible to dissolve the jellyfish with NaCl indicates that if a gel network
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exists it must be weakly associated. This can be interpreted as the gel structure of
mesoglea being a gel in a semi-dilute regime very close to overlap concentration, c

ú.
This seems to be a correct interpretation as long as the polymers are long enough
and highly charged in order to obtain the very high water content in mesoglea
and give a suitable elastic modulus. A candidate for such a polymer could be the
mucopolysaccharides in the mesoglea in agreement with gel structure of the ex-
tracellular matrix in general [49]. This interpretation of mesoglea gel can explain
both preservation strategies i.e. with alcohol and with salts. When only NaCl is
added in very high concentration the salt-bridges that connect the polyelectrolytes
(both mucopolysaccharide-mucopolysaccharides and mucopolysaccharides-collagen)
are screened away and the jellyfish dissolve. When NaCl and alum are added to-
gether the diffuse polymer network is still washed out, but the aluminum cross-links
collagen and prevents these structures from dissolving. But now there is no poly-
electrolyte gel left in the structure to swell it back and recover its original volume,
as we also observe. The result is that the large fibers fold together as observed in
the micrographs. Therefore we do not observe a small network in alum prepared
jellyfish. On the other hand, if the jellyfish are immersed in alcohol the mucopolysac-
charide chains aggregate to form a new network in order to minimize the fixed
charge-solvent contact. This could perhaps result in a larger network at a scale
of 1-10 µm as observed in the micrographs. The qualitative model also explains
why we do not observe a gel network in the living jellyfish, as it is a very diluted
network with a mesh size of 20 nm, which is well below the resolution of the optical
microscopes used.
For most people jellyfish may seem to be a simple animal, and in some context this
might be true: the jellyfish have no heart or brain and contain 96 % water by weight.
Nevertheless, to describe the jellyfish as a physical system is not an easy task due
to many unknown parameters and complex components at the molecular scale. In
this thesis we have tried to overcome that problem by systematically classifying
different physical and chemical properties of jellyfish with various theoretically,
microscopically, and physicochemically methods. It was found that the best way to
describe the jellyfish material is a qualitative model summarized in figure 6.1. In
conclusion, using the Flory-Huggins theory of neutral gels, Tanaka et al.’s modified
model for ionic gels and a tanning analogy it is possible to describe qualitatively the
preservation of the jellyfish and the experimental results presented.

6.1 Outlook

If jellyfish are to be used for food the preparation method with alum should be
reconsidered as it may not be healthy to consume too much aluminum and our
measurements indicate that the alum preserved jellyfish actually contain much more
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Fig. 6.1.: Illustration of the interpretation of mesoglea based on experimental results and
theoretical considerations present in this thesis. In figure is shown vertical tent-
poles and tangential network just below epithelium. These fibers are maybe com-
posed by different chemical components. Along the tentpoles local subnetworks
are observed as illustrated. Blobs of mucopolysaccharides and corresponding
salt-bridges are also illustrated. Salt-bridges connect both mucopolysaccharides
with collagen and elastin structures as well as mucopolysaccharides in between.
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aluminum than in other sea food products. This confirms the idea that aluminum
cross-links collagen. However, with the ethanol preserved jellyfish one can totally
avoid metal ions, the method calls for optimizing in order to lower the use of ethanol.
Further, it would be interesting to determine whether this ethanol preparation would
work for other species such as the invasive species sea walnot (Rhizostoma octopus)
that is reported around in the Danish seas [1]. This may become a small seafood
snack. As it is the texture that give jellyfish their gastronomical value, the texture
of the ethanol prepared jellyfish would be interesting to investigate. In general it
is of physical interest to investigate the micromechanical properties of the living
jellyfish and jellyfish prepared with different preparations techniques by a texture
analyzer. This could maybe reveal new physical properties of both the living and
preserved jellyfish. Further, it would be interesting to investigate the elasticity and
dimension changes as function of solvent quality and pH in order to test in greater
detail the applicability of Tanaka et al.’s model. To further test the hypothetical
model of the mesoglea architecture suggested in this thesis, one could measure the
protein/mucopolysaccharides concentration in the extracted solvent from salt and
ethanol preparation. This may be one way to actually show whether mucopolysac-
charides are washed out during saltning. In addition, it would be useful to analyze
the networks obtained by two-photon microscopy for both living and preserved
jellyfish in order to quantify the network structure and its change during the prepa-
ration. This could be done using a method like the one we have demonstrated in the
program ilastik.

During the course of this thesis we have combined theoretical and experimental
physics to understand the transformation of jellyfish into food. The results presented
in this work show the value of applying fundamental physics to questions in food
science and show that it can lead to a more fundamental understanding of the
systems and processes involved as well as to novel preparation techniques.

"Nature has created an inexhaustible wealth of wondrous forms whose beauty and
diversity way exceed anything that has been created by man".

Ernst Haeckel, 1899
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ACalculation of Reduced
Temperature

Initially take the definition of renormalized reduced temperature and insert equation
3.63 and definition of fl © „
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Now take (2f + 1)

5/2 out of the large bracket and use fl © „
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B
Measurements

[Alum + NaCl] [FeCl2+NaCl] [FeCl3+NaCl] [Cr2(SO4)3+NaCl]
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Fig. B.1.: Na+ concentrations measured by AAS for different preparations methods (Alum+
NaCL, FeCl3+ NaCl, FeCl2+ NaCl) and (Cr2(SO4)3+ NaCl). Yellow columns
show the Na+ concentration of initial solvent, i.e. sea water. Blue columns shows
the Na+ concentration of extracred solvent of jellyfish after 7 days (before second
salt mixture is added).
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[Alum + NaCl] [FeCl2+NaCl] [FeCl3+NaCl] [Cr2(SO4)3+NaCl]
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Fig. B.2.: Aluminum (yellow), iron (blue) and chromium (green) concentrations measured
in extracted solvent of jellyfish after 7 days for different preparations methods
(Alum+ NaCL, FeCl3+ NaCl, FeCl2+ NaCl) and (Cr2(SO4)3+ NaCl). Aluminum
was measured by ICP and iron and chromium was measured by AAS. Aluminum
is proportional to absorption in concentration range ≥0-20 mg/L, iron ≥0-2
mg/L and chromium ≥0-2 mg/L. Note that there are more iron present in solvent
extracted from jellyfish, this may be due to higher iron background concentration
or the result indicates that jellyfish bind the metals differently.

Tab. B.1.: salt prepared jellyfish is rehydrated in Milli Q water overnight and the remaining
metal concentrations are measured by AAS after jellyfish digestions described in
section 4.2. Type of preparation and corresponding leftovers of metal concentra-
tions [milligram metal per jellyfish gram] are listed below. It was not possible to
perform many of these experiments, and each measurement is only performed
once, hence one should only use the results carefully as an indication. Control
reference is a measurement of a empty sample (digestion process is performed,
but without any jellyfish sample).

Preparation Leftover metal conc. [mg kg≠1] Control reference[mg kg≠1]

Alum + NaCl 850 ± 90 12 ± 1
Cr2(SO4)3 + NaCl 1400 ± 140 ≥ 0
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Tab. B.2.: Mean concentrations of metal elements in seafood [96].

Species Al [mg kg≠1] Cr [mg kg≠1] Fe [mg kg≠1]

Mackerel 1.16 0.183 8.89
Salmon 0.529 0.314 1.87
Mussel 17.0 0.290 23.9

Tab. B.3.: Concentrations of metal elements in jellyfish (Aurelia aurtia) [97].

Species Al [mg kg≠1] Cr [mg kg≠1] Fe [mg kg≠1]

Aurelia aurita 1.4 - 0.5
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Fig. B.3.: Shows the relative volume of small living jellyfish (< 10 cm) as function of time in
relation to placement into different NaCl concentrations. Every point corresponds
to average of three measurements, for this plot the standard deviations are
included.
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